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Whereupon the videographer made

the introduction

JAMES AMOS JR
after having been first duly sworn testified as

follows

EXAMINATION BY MR SIRLIN

Good morning Mr Amos My name is

Once again thank you for being here

Good morning

Sir were you served with subpoena to

appear
here today

2006

was

Were you served on or about May 31st of

There were two subpoenas dont

really recall the date because they were delivered to

one of my companies and then ultimately delivered to

TRINA ABRELL 615/331-1025

PAGE

mime couple of weeks later think

All right Have you ever had your

deposition taken before sir

have

On approximately how many
occasions

want to say at least three or four

to business cases

All right that was my next question

So on the three or four prior occasions were you

party were you party to any of those actions in which

you were deposed

By party meaning named

Yes as either plaintiff or

defendant

In some in others not yes that would

be accurate

deposed

When was the last time you were

want to say
five or six years ago

maybe seven years ago

All right Let mime go through some of

the ground rules then just to refresh your

recollection about this process and how things will go

today And if you
have any questions

--

Oh excuse me no was just no

TRINA ABRELL 615/331-1025

that wasnt deposition

Fair enough

wanted to be sure

Fair enough

wanted to be sure

All right Let me go through some of

the ground rules So although we are in an informal

setting here today the testimony that you give today

is under oath and it has the same force and effect as

testimony that ou might give under oath in

courtroom Do you understand that

Ido

The court reporter is going to be

taking down everything that we all say verbatim and

transcribing it into written record which is called

transcript So its important for us to observe

few courtesies for the court reporter The first of

which is we need to agree not to talk over one

another because the court reporter can only take down

one person at time and that just wouldnt be fair

to her if we all talked at once Do you understand

that

It will be an enormous struggle but

Ill do my best

The other basic rule for the court

TRINA ABRELL 615/331-1025

PAGE

reporters benefit is that we ask that you respond to

all questions verbally orally rather than shaking

your head nodding or shaking because the court

reporter cant take that down either

understand

Very good Im going to be asking you

series of questions today and you are required by

the oath to give me your honest truthful best

answer Do you
understand that

Which is what would do anyway

All right fair enough Let me explain

to you little bit about what we mean by honest

truthful and best answer Im going to be asking you

about events and circumstances that took place some

number of years ago You may or may not have clear

recollection of the exact events conversations et

cetera that ask you about as you sit here today

What Im entitled to is your best

recollection of these events as you sit here today

If you have no recollection its perfectly fair for

you to tell mae that you dont recall

understand

All right If you do in fact answer

it will be assumed that you did in fact have

recollection of the conversation and that you

TRINA ABRELL 615/331-1025
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SHEET PAGE9
understood my question Do you

understand that

Ido
All right If you have any hesitancy

about any question that ask please ask me to

restate the question or rephrase it so that you

understand it completely and will be happy to do

so

will

Everything thats said as mentioned

is going to be transcribed into booklet called

transcript You are going to have an opportunity to

review that transcript and make any changes in your

testimony that you deem necessary or appropriate Do

you
understand that

Ido

If however you do make changes we

will be permitted to comment on those changes at the

time of trial in way that may
call into question

your ability to recall the events or the veracity of

your testimony Do you understand that

Certainly

So for that reason in addition to the

oath its important for you to give us your best

testimony here today Okay

Absolutely
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PAGE 11

Did you have occasion to review the

attachment to the subpoena prior to your appearance

here today

did review it

Have you brought any documents with you

today in response to the requests set out on

Attachment

have not

Did you make an attempt to locate any

of the documenti listed on Attachment

did

And you were unable to findany

documents that were responsive to any
of the requests

Thats correct

Have you in fact turned over all of

your files related to Mail Boxes Etc to counsel

To UPS yes

And you
maintain no files no personal

files of your own at this point

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous

By Mr Sirlin Personal files

looked again as late as last night

and was unable to identify anything that married up

with this

Very good Lets go to the last time

11
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PAGE 10

Do you have any questions

No

All right If you need to stop or take

break at any time feel free to say so and well

take break Well go
off record

Thank you With that being said may

need to take call or two If thats okay will

leave this on buzz But if have couple of

things that may occur today

We can take breaks at any point

Thank you

All right Im going to show you

document that we have had premarked as Exhibit and

ask you
if thats copy of the subpoena that was

served on you for this deposition

believe it is This however does

say June not May that you originally mentioned

Actually the date of service is on

page

Okay

The date of the deposition here today

is June 15th

All right thank you

Let me ask you to turn to Attachment

Complying Okay

10
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PAGE 12

you
had

your deposition taken All right were you

party in that action

Yes Iwas

Were you defendant

was defendant

What was the nature of the action

And we were also complainant who

filed countersuit It was an action on the part of

some franchisees that were associated with the Bryce

10 Group about ten years ago or so in Dallas Texas and

11 ended up being released with prejudice before the

12 trial even began in that action

13 Okay you anticipated my next question

14 So the complaint was dismissed and you were released

15 was

16 And you said with prejudice

17 With prejudice

18 Was there settlement involved

19 At the end of the trial the other

20 defendants won the case and received compensation from

21 the plaintiffs

22 Prior to well strike that Do you

23 recall the name of the plaintiff in that case

24 dont

25 You referred to it as the Bryce action

12
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SIEET PAGE 13
PAGE 15

The Bryce Group was the company But franchising When did that first occur

dont remember much about that It was all matter Oh about 1973 or 74 something like

of record sir that

And the Bryce Group was that an And what occasioned your entry into the

affiliation of franchisees
world of franchising

Well the Bryce Group was -- it had in resigned my commission in the Marine

its portfolio Cant Believe Its Yogurt Cowboy Corps in Quantico Virginia and took position with

Chicken Java Coast Gourmet Coffees Glacier Peak company in Washington There were some other

There were number of brands inside that that group marines that had flown close air support for me in

10 All right So that litigation was with 10 Vietnam there and thats how entered into the world

11 respect to the Cant Believe Its Not Yogurt 11 of franchising

12 franchise
12 Was that as franchisee

13 Cant Believe Its Yogurt 13 No it was as an employee

14 Cant Believe Its Yogurt keep 14 Doing what

15 wanting to say cant believe its not butter but 15 was doing consulting for Bernard

16 its Cant Believe Its Yogurt 16 Haldane which was at the time one of the largest

17 That was separate piece of litigation 17 career counseling companies in the world guess

18 we were in so
18 dont remember

19 Okay
19 What was your first experience as

20 only we sued that time 20 either franchisee or franchisor

21 ICBY 21 MR MCDONALD Do you mean working with

22 Yes 22 franchisor

23 Prior to the litigation involving the 23 By Mr Sirlin No as franchisee or

24 ICBY network when were you deposed When was the 24 franchisor

25 time before that 25 Well but that was franchisor

13
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dont

of franchising for me

the depositions that

related to that group

they were think

Okay

litigation is

15
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think in the first 20 years

was in no litigation All of

have been associated with were

of actions guess or whatever

was deposed there several times

Much like franchising

growth industry

Well that would be my view

Okay Let me go into your background

bit starting with your education In
just

what

PAGE 14
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little

year did you graduate high school

1964

And did you attend college

did

Which one

The University of Missouri

And did you
obtain degree from the

University of Missouri

minor in history and English

In what year were you awarded your

degree
1968

Let me ask you about your entry into

the business world and specifically
into the world of

14

PAGE 16

offering licenses and/or franchises Every company

have been with was either one or the other

Okay as opposed to being an employee

Well but the franchisor was an

employer So it occurs to me by proxy would be the

franchisor

Were you part owner of that franchise

network

No

10 All right Lets focus on the first

11 time you had an ownership interest either as

12 franchisor or as franchisee

13 That would have been Pierce

14 Associates probably goodness gracious

15 Ball park

16 It must have been seventy
-- well no

17 guess
thats right maybe the mid-seventies

18 something like that It was right after this event

19 because one of the the counselors at Bernard Haldane

20 wanted to begin his own business and his father owned

21 the largest plastic extrusion company in up in

22 Newton Massachusetts so we began company in

23 Washington called Pierce Associates that essentially

24 was focused on the same business but ultimately

25 licensing and/or franchising or duplicating the

16
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business And after that it would have been Arbys

COURT REPORTER Been what

Arbys if we are going through

succession here

By Mr Sirlin Lets jump ahead

little bit to your first exposure to Mail Boxes Etc

How did you
first become involved with Mail Boxes

Etc
We knew of them or become actually

involved in or

MR MCDONALD First he knew of them

By Mr Sirlin Yes knew of them

Well was aware of Mail Boxes for

brand

And at what point in time did you

to become involved with Mail Boxes Etc

We sold the Bryce Group in want to

say 1995 And at that time was sitting on the board

at the International Franchise Association and knew

Tony De Sb and his wife We happened to be believe

at an annual convention in Hawaii and was just

sharing with them that that we were selling that

business which is what that prior litigation was

related to as is often the case in the sale of

company

PAGE ie

17
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And Delores immediately said Oh Jim

you know why dont you come and run our company And

Tony immediately said Oh no no no So ended up

there so you can see who was in control of the

decisionmaking process

Really what happened is the board was

looking for someone to succeed Tony and obviously

they were aware of that We had discussions met

with every
member of the board and finally went there

in 1996

And when you say there you mean the

ICBY network

No went to Mail Boxes Etc --

Okay

-- as president and chief operating

officer was the CEO at the Bryce Group

You mentioned that you were involved

with the IFA

the IFA

Yes sir

When did you
first become member of

Oh my goodness probably 84 85

something like that

And did you eventually become president

of the IFA

18
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No

What was your
title

Chairman

Chairman thank you When did you

become chairman of the IFA

2002

How long were you involved with

Well Im trying to remember 2001 or

was either 2001 or 2002 dont remember

Thank you What is the IFA

Its International Franchise

Association which is essentially the largest

clearinghouse of information and association related

to franchising in the world

Who are the members of the IFA

The majority of franohisors and

franchisees domestically meaning in the continental

United States although there are -- there is

international membership The lEA itself has spun
off

number of international components like the French

Franchising Federation and things like that

Does the IFA excuse ne does the

lEA have code of ethics

They do

Did you help write or develop the code

19
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of ethics
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think we probably participated in in

tweaking it through the years
but it certainly

-- Id

have to go back and look at when it was an official

document but think it was there when joined

originally

see you are reading my book Theres

copy of it in the back of that book

Did you participate in any way
in

developing or revising the provisions of the code of

ethics of the lEA

Other than as board member probably

or at least approving those statutes dont recall

any hands-on line development of the specific

statutes But as said suspect that in some form

it was there when became member Youd have to go

back and look at the dates But Im sure its been

either tweaked or looked at or improved on through the

years

Do you have recollection as you sit

here today of it being tweaked or revised during the

time that you were chairman of the IFA

dont dont

Are you familiar with the provisions of

the code of ethics

20
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All right lets go back to your

in the Mail Boxes Etc franchise network

Urn-hum

You described how you first came into

the network Let me ask you why or how you happened

to choose Mail Boxes Etc

Well as said we had sold the

business in Dallas Urn was being recruited

actively by number of companies one of which was

Applebys By proxy or accident almost in

conversation with Tony and Delores the introduction

was made certainly had no idea that they were

looking for successor at MBE

was already in series of discussion

with Abe Guston and Lloyd Hill at Applebys Micky

and in fact had gone down there several times and

they had made actually much more lucrative offer

than Mail Boxes But ultimately we chose MBE

Did you conduct due diligence with

respect to the MBE network prior to accepting

21
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MR MCDONALD Well was going to

object that due diligence is vague and ambiguous but

go ahead

Well my due diligence in my case it

would have been calling in and walking into as

consumer cant remember but fairly significant

number of MBEs

By Mr Sirlin Did you
research --

well strike that What kinds of things were you

looking for when you
walked into the individual

franchises What were you trying to learn

From the standpoint of the system the

things that normally one would look at in looking at

franchise and that is to say trademark logo service

mark quality of service systems operational

integrity any relevant application of training then

all the side components marketing product display

ease of entry consumer discussions perhaps having

chat with consumer or two essentially as as

focus group would but all personal

Thank you You mentioned that you had

other opportunities at the time but you chose to

accept the opportunity at MBE including note

22
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ll right tell me about that Tell me

little bit more specifically
little bit more

detail about your vision for the different look of

Mail Boxes Etc at the time that you accepted your

employment there

dont know that can tell you with

specificity what that would have been at that time

just knew from some discussions and from observations

discussions also in the recruitment world and with

other folks that knew the system and the principals

that perhaps different and/or new energized

leadership might be helpful And personally

perhaps as psychological element was more

interested in going where the greater need was

What was your
initial position with

Mail Boxes Etc

PAGE 24

23
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President and chief operating officer

How long did you hold the position of

president and chief operating officer at Mail Boxes

Etc

you
--

About year think

Did your position change after about

It did

What was the new position

President and chief executive officer

MR MCDONALD Wait minute Did

MR SIRLIN Chief operating officer

MR MCDONALD Oh okay Im sorry

Earlier thought you
-- think you did testify that

you went to MBE as president and CEO

THE WITNESS No didnt said

COO believe

mistake sorry

MR MCDONALD All right got it My

By Mr Sirlin And Im sorry how

long were you president and CEO of Mail Boxes Etc

approximately

Till sold the company to UPS which

would have been 2001 so about five six years

24
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SHEET PAGE 21 PAGE 23

Well certainly
lucrative offer from Applebys What was it that led

And do you ascribe to each and every you to choose Mail Boxes Etc over the other

one of the provisions of the code of ethics of the opportunities you
had at that time

felt that Lloyd Hill and Abe who

admired still do today great deal were just doing

terrific job at Applebys and thought had the

opportunity for greater impact in the MBE system

because it appeared to me that it could use

different look
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SHEET PAGE 25

something like that

All right During that five- or

six-year period did you as president and COO and

president and CEO oversee certain changes in the Mail

Boxes Etc system as you called it

MR MCDONALD Changes is vague and

ambiguous and the question is over-broad

By Mr Sirlin You can answer

MR MCDONALD You can answer if you

10 know what he means by changes in the system

Well we we enacted and say we the

leadership council that came in there enacted many

what would think would be fairly extraordinary

changes

MR SIRLIN Bless you

MR ZUCKER Thank you

By Mr Sirlin All right counsel

raises good point wanted to get into your use of

the term system the network system

Its synonymous

Are you familiar are you familiar with

the term business model

Well of course

And is it an interchangeable term in

your mind with your use of the term system

25
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MR MCDONALD Over-broad

Well really dont understand that

question

By Mr Sirlin All right Let me ask

you to explain what you mean by the system the MBE

system
That would be the network The

operating model is something completely different from

the network The network is the network or system of

franchisees

question

All right And so the method of doing

the basic philosophy of doing business how

characterize that Is there term for

MR MCDONALD Im sorry
missed that

Im not sure understand

MR SIRLIN Let the court reporter

read that question back Thats okay

Pending question was read back by the

court reporter

MR MCDONALD Okay And would

object mean its think its compound Theres

difference between method of doing business and

the philosophy of doing business and the question is

26
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and ambiguous

By Mr Sirlin You can answer

Its just thinking about Its an

interesting question because really the method of

doing business is the same in every franchise and

that is to say the business format franchising is the

method its the operating model

The tweaks or differences from each

business have to do with product offering or the

service Thats why if and there are 83 industries

that franchise They all do business the same way

which is business format franchising

How would you characterize the business

that the Mail Boxes Etc franchise was in

They are in franchising

They offer basic service

They do

Other than the franchise business

there is an underlying business

Right and you just stated it They

are in the service portion of franchising as opposed

to food or computers or any other segment that you

might choose

PAGE 28

Are you familiar with the term pack and

Right that is one component of any one

of the businesses tha.t participate in that segment

part of the service industry

All right In your mind in the time

frame of the first five years
of your involvement with

Mail Boxes Etc how did Mail Boxes Etc distinguish

itself from other businesses that were in that

service pack and ship and related services business

Well thats another great question

because of the difficulty and market differentiation

in any segment The reality is Mail Boxes created the

segment which is why it was so attractive to me

felt like you could take that platform and add line

extensions or expansions that would greatly enhance

the franchisees ability to be profitable in their

business

So but because the segment was

obviously spinning off competitors we created at one

time think 17 different chains of different sizes

out there You mentioned some of them pack and ship

mean Post Net Pack Mail Parcel Plus all kinds

of them The problem of course is not only did they

knock off in many ways the trademark logo and service

mark but they all knocked off the colors Red white

and blue is an example If you
wanted used to

28
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ship business
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SHEET PAGE 29

have customers call me to make complaint about the

service and they were standing in someone elses

center

So this whole issue of market

differentiation was significant which is why we

added through time you know as an example pack and

ship wasnt part of the business in the beginning It

became significant part but originally it was just

postal service boxes

At the time sold the business there

were 37 or so different opportunities to create

revenue including faxes that technology brought in

and other types of things that we built into the

systems specifically to do just what you are talking

about try to create market differentiation in the

market

How did specifically
Mail Boxes Etc

differentiate itself in the marketplace from its

competitors

MR MCDONALD Vague as to time

By Mr Sirlin That would be again

in the time frame of 1999 2000 2001

From 99 on well goodness we were

looking at many many different things in terms of

product and service offerings We were we were

29
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PAGE 30

looking at new color schemes floor plans things that

would materially set us apart from all the wannabes

and the imitators That ultimately resulted in MBE

2000 which was new footprint and new color scheme

We designed that entirely in-house as an example

And think we were the first or only corporate

franchise that ever won awards for that design

So those types of things the national

account programs
the programs that related

specifically to technology which was designed to to

create true national account for the business and

bring synonymous P05 system in that would be great

enhancements for the franchisees so that we could do

at the time what was calling reverse franchise

and that is to say actually contract with true

national account be connected from center to home

office home office to center home office to national

account be able to provide value chain management to

large companies like computer companies who wanted to

track computers and things like that create

relationships for pickups and dropoffs where we would

then collect fee from the corporate account and

return that to the franchisee

dont remember exactly the number

but we were up
in the hundreds at the time that the
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company was sold where franchisees were getting checks

back from us that were larger than the royalty check

they were paying us which was the real objective of

the whole program in my mind So those types of

things

Thank you You mentioned POS Is that

point of sale

Yes sir

From consumers perspective

consumer of the services that Mail Boxes Etc and its

competitors were offering

-- was there anything in your mind that

distinguished Mail Boxes Etc from its competitors

any reason why consumer would want to go to Mail

Boxes Etc as opposed to any one of those competitors

MR MCDONALD Excuse me no

foundation It calls for him to speculate about the

thoughts of many many different consumers and it

asks for opinion testimony

By Mr Sirlin You in fact did

research into consumer thinking and consumer analysis

during the time that you were president and CEO of

Mail Boxes Etc is that correct

Right Never been done before Seemed
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like good thiflg to do

Okay And so in your mind as you sit

here today was there reason why consumers might

have preferred Mail Boxes Etc to its competitors

Yes

Why would that be

Well again that is thats such

great question because you know if you really get

down to the root of retail whether its franchising

or not what you realize is that lets look at you

asked about the FOB system or the technology and all

the rest of those different things If you are going

to compete in the marketplace in world class manner

you have to assume that the cost of entry of the

service or product that brings value to the consumer

is equal to what anyone else can do And in fact if

you have enough resources you can buy all the

technology thats out there just like anyone else can

And so the whole heart of franchising

has been such through the years that mean the

reason it generates 1.6 trillion dollars in our

economy today and is larger than any two of the other

segments in our economy is that is that consumers

enjoy what the franchisee and franchisor put in the

marketplace to large enough degree to create that
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So with that being said you have to

realize that lot of these people its what John

Ladecki used to refer to as the principle of threes

If you
look at the way

franchise business grows
it

begins as fad or really fad ultimately becomes

trend The mom-andpops would begin to proliferate

The chains develop The chains begin to fight each

other They absorb most of the mom-and-pops And at

the end of the day if you
look at every franchise

system in existence today you
end up with roughly

maybe two or three not more than four dominant brands

or players And would challenge you just to find an

exception because they dont exist

And the process is the same The

business cycle entrepreneurship growth decline and

renewal is the same and it follows that So what

happens is if you are in the marketplace lets

assume you are talking about UPS and FedEx and the

post office they reach point where every year all

they are doing is trading market share Theres

really no incremental growth in the segment They

just fight each other

So how do they do that How does
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company like Mail Boxes to your very good question

differentiate itself And so if you can buy

technology if you can put up
better and easier

footprint if you can do the demographic studies and

understand whats more acceptable at that period of

time for consumer and what isnt as an example if

people
-- if all brands can do that how do you set

yourself apart

Well certainly your marketing and its

message but it has to be tied to something thats of

sustainable value to the consumer So at the bottom

line this is why love franchising
-- at the

bottom line if you are really going to differentiate

yourself you do it in customer service You do it in

the training that you offer the franchisee You do it

by bringing franchisees into the system that are

customersensitive You do it by training your

associates so that they understand that they are

sensitive to customers You try to convince people

as they used to say at every
class that graduated MBE

university you try to convince them if you dont

like people dont get in this business

Listen had from time to time you

know got complaints from customers had one

franchisee throw customer out their front door
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problem

So mean my point is my point is if

you want to differentiate yourself for good or bad

you are going to do it right there where the customer

touches are All the other stuff being equal if you

are smart if you are good if your product offering

is sustainable you are going to really create market

differentiation in any segment by the way you treat

the customer Service service service

Thank you By the way some of us

some of us attorneys consider it to be badge of

honor to be thrown out of establishments

Well please come to mine will throw

you out sometime Just little humor there

Thank you All right so the people

and services as you so eloquently stated at the time

that you sold Mail Boxes Etc in or about 2001 --

Um-hum

-- was Mail Boxes Etc one of the

this segment of the market

It was the leader

It was the leader And in large part

it was due to the service component
that you just
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described is that correct

All of the people
-- remember by

emphasizing service you cant separate
it from the

other pieces that are just the cost of entry But if

you ask me specifically where can you really create

market differentiation in the mind of the consumer

its where the customer touch points are

Now that is many things and it

involves lot particularly on the operating and

training side of the business training and

retraining but its attitude You talk about

attitude and usage Its behavior Its mnindset

Its lot of things that really impact the consumer

But most of all yes the relationships that the

individual franchisee would have within three to five

miles of their front door

All right So at the time that you

interest in or about 2001 MBE was the

this segment of the market is that correct

MR MCDONALD This segment of the

market is vague and ambiguous and as is leader

By Mr Sirlin Im using your terms

Well okay want to say that prior to

1995 think the highest we ever got on the

Entrepreneur 500 was somewhere around 20 and we made
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kind of business Its quite remarkable bodily who just happened to be in your business he

incidentally
was an attorney which created different kind of
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No beating McDonalds who was No that year

probably
in 2000 or in 99 or 2000 something like

that

So one would have to say just based on

the markets perception or the way they grade those

things at the time that we were doing pretty well

and had been for eight or nine years No in the pack

and ship segment as you describe it

describe the

And that may not be the best way to

segment Is there something
--

No think thats --

Business services including pack and

what we are talking about

Yes Thats why its misnomer

morphed through the years since pack and

ship didnt exist at one point and then 50 60 percent

of the business was pack and ship and it will

continue to morph as technology impacts the business

All right When we talk about this

business or this market we are in fact talking about

the business services pack and ship

Oh yeah

-- related package the MBE services

It could be keys the sale of retail

merchandise merchandising There are all kinds of
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things that in there

just want to get the nomenclature

straight between us

Yes sir

At the time that you sold your interest

Etc was MBE the least expensive of the

this segment of the industry

Probably not

MR MCDONALD Hold on sorry Least

expensive is over-broad and vague and ambiguous and

as is this segment of the market

By Mr Sirlin All right let me

rephrase Consumers as of 2001 consumers whether it

be pack and ship or other related business service

needs had several options from which to choose

including Mail Boxes Etc and its competitors

correct

Cm-hum urn-hum

All right At that time for those

was Mail Boxes Etc generally the least

of the alternatives

MR MCDONALD Generally least

expensive is vague and ambiguous as is alternatives

By Mr Sirlin You can answer

Well no look Im sorting through in
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you mean Least expensive to who

The consumer

Are you talking about franchisee

trying to become franchisee

and ship services

At retail

At retail yes

Well think what the answer to that

is it was probably on par very close to everyone else

that was in the pure pack and ship business because we

were all dealing with the same vendors

What you would find Im certain if

you looked at each one of them is range
of pricing

And whats important to remember there is that the

franchisor cannot dictate or prescribe price They

can give range or suggest retail price to the

franchisee The franchisee chooses what they want to

sell their product and service for because its

against the law to do otherwise You can in fact

today -- it used to be different but you can in fact

today think put cap in place but not floor

But again the franchisee can choose in their market

to price it differently if they want to

So did you have an understanding as of
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2000 to 2001 whether or not MBE was charging for

pack and ship type services less than its competitors

generally

MR MCDONALD Over-broad mean he

just said that it was decision made at each

franchisees level

By Mr Sirlin Well right and now

Im asking if the prices that were generally charged

by the Mail Boxes Etc franchises do you have any

understanding of whether they were maybe little bit

higher the same as lower than the competitors in

that segment

Look let me try one more time because

first of all if
you

look at the system-wide sales as

an aggregate if they are not competitive with

everyones out there they wouldnt succeed You

cant be too low and give your product away or you

would fail You cant be so high that you are outside

the framework of what competition will -- when you

have people that are competing at the lowest price

point as opposed to the highest quality value add

These are discussions that every business has all the

time You have to be in range where its acceptable

to the consumer

And that had to be the case if you
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looked at the history because we were No And as

No think it is also safe to say-- here is what

you would find if you go back and pick apart the

pricing specifically am certain Some things like

no limit shipping very large items heavy items were

probably much higher than others in the marketplace

some would have been lower But even that would shift

from franchisee to franchisee depending on what they

wanted to do

We had committee base committee

in place that was made up of franchisees designed to

look at that all the time and it was year after year

after year constant discussions tweaking different

franchisees with different opinions our own attitude

and usage studies with different opinions It was

work in process and by the way it would continue to

be You would never find that sweet spot for very

long because it will change because the consumers

raindset and attitude will change And the competitive

environment will impact that and change it So

almost on yearly basis mean you just have to

constantly analyze that and look at it to find the

right place

All right Well within that range of

acceptable pricing for the consumer do you have
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recollection as to whether Mail Boxes Etc fell in the

higher end in the middle or at the lower end

MR MCDONALD Hold on Its

over-broad They offered all these different kinds of

services and all these different kinds of each

franchisee was in different market The question is

just think its unanswerable its so broad

Well think answered it and say

that because of the range
tried to give you Plus

believe if you ask different people you
would get

different perceptions including asking consumers If

someone came in to ship submarine as we had happen

one time from coast to coast an actual submarine

coast to coast you know they are going to think they

probably paid premium price because they did You

know putting no limit shipping infrastructure in

place was little more difficult than shipping box

box of cookies somewhere

So on the other hand so consumer

might have different perception The franchisee

might have different perception depending on where

they are located at You know someone in Beverly

Hills might be looking at the business differently

than someone in Durnfries Virginia which is the

conundrum is it not mean so when you ask the
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However where believe specifically

answered the question was look at the performance of

the
company Look at the attrition rate in the

business Look at the number of franchisees coming in

and those converting and those leaving the system

Look at the system sales 1.6 billion dollars at the

time we sold the business One has to make some

correlation between that and where the business was

in say the early to mid nineties or late eighties

and where it was at the time it was sold and say

well you
know what something was working There may

still have been problems and there were but

something was working here

By Mr Sirlin Is it fair to say in

the 2000 to 2001 time frame that you had the view

that customers were willing to pay premium price at

Mail Boxes Etc because of the level of service that

they obtained that they enjoyed at Mail Boxes Etc

MR MCDONALD Over-broad

would have the view that that would

be the case in any industry dont care what the

service or product is if you are differentiating

yourself in real way

PAGE 44
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Here is perfect example related to

Mail Boxes flew probably in 1997 to Washington

D.C and met with Marvin Runyon the Postmaster

General at the time We created an alliance the

first alliance with the postal service private

alliance in its history We did pilot program of

250 centers where we were offering all postal service

products to the marketplace And the post office by

the way selected the cities There were 11 of them

as recall for that pilot

Their contention was Marvins

contention was You cant sell our services across the

street from us or next door to us at higher price

point because we would have had to upcharge to put

margin in to benefit the franchisee He said You

cant sell them and have happy customer They wont

like it

And in all 11 cities and they did the

customer intercepts we were as much as two and half

or three dollars
up

from the benchmark that the post

office put in and they got 94percent customer

satisfaction from the consumer which specifically

speaks to your question absolutely the customer was

willing to not be violated and pay more for it

So now now with that being said
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question Im saying well it depends on what chair

you are sitting in
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absolutely theres place where that doesnt work

anymore And so when you talk about the constant

battle everybody who wants to make science out of

these things and its as much an art as science when

you talk about that battle all the time taking place

the mark changes if you understand what Im saying

That sweet spot changes And so you have to be

prepared to move with it all the time and here is the

problem

When you have 5000 franchisees any

move you ever make will mean that you have to look at

the system in terms of the critical mass and kind of

paraphrasing kind of categorical impaired do the best

thing or the right thing for the most people most of

the time And thats what thats about because at

the end of the day we are in business mean the

franchisees are very important here but you know

what if you dont have customer you dont have

business And at the end of the day its the

customer where they are going to choose whether they

walk up and come through the door or not and whether

to come back the second or third time or not

By Mr Sirlin understand Thank

you

PAGE 46

question

MR MCDONALD Before you
ask your next
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could we go off the record just second

brief recess was had

By Mr Sirlin Thank you we are back

on the record Now Mr Anios you are still under

oath you understand that

Yes sir

All right You were speaking about

was conducted in conjunction with USPS

Yes

believe you said there were 250

the test was conducted is that right

Actually think it ultimately ended

up to be close to thousand

Okay

It started out with north of 200

And in 11 cities

As recall

Do you recall how long that testing

20 took place

Oh it was going on right up to the

point of selling the business so want to say

couple years The process was very complex as you

might imagine

And was it essentially price testing
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Well no Price testing would have

been part of it in terms of the consumers

acceptance of the postal product but it was also

about whether they would accept the sale of full

range of postal products inside the MBE And they

obviously did so much so that at the end there were

discussions beginning about actually being the brick

and mortar for the post office should we continue to

go on so that they would not have to build any more

the MBE would be the postal service outlet in that

area

Why did the testing continu for

couple of years

Because of the complexity of the

relationship with the postal service five unions the

postal board All of these things had to be approved

over time and they took months just getting the tests

approved in the very beginning then working them out

in the marketplace Goodness gracious the

technology because again one of the reasons that we

were improving the technology was so that we could

have instant reporting That was one of the demands

on the part of the postal service that we could

report the information back And also knew that it

would become barrier to entry to other competitors
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so that the franchisee would have real hedge mowing

in that relationship because again the postal

service being quasipublic enemy well mean

quasi public entity had to RFP you know those kinds

of services to anyone in the marketplace So the only

way you could really significantly create barrier to

entry was just make the bar so high that it would be

difficult for others to do that

And that is one of the things that the

us because of the number of stores we had

in the marketplace

Thank you Was one of the components

States Postal Service testing the

financial impact of these goods and services on the

franchises

Well obviously Anything you bring to

ultimately would have to be an improvement

or it wouldnt make sense to keep it

And did
you gather data regarding the

impact of the testing on the individual franchises

Im sure that was true in
progress

Do you have recollection as you sit

here today of Mail Boxes Etc gathering financial

data from franchises relative to the impact of the

USPS testing
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No Part of the process
-- mean

dont have -- couldnt tell you anything about the

specifics It was still in progress you know when

we sold the business so

MR MCDONALD No question

By Mr Sirlin Let me ask question

dont want your counsel to kick you under the table

Thanks have already got bruised

knee

In the time frame when you were

president and CEO of Mail Boxes Etc was there

national advertising that was undertaken

Of course

Tell me little bit about that What

type of national advertising

That really is kind of vague to me

We were always engaged in both local area marketing

and national advertising

Did the national advertising include

television ads

Of course

Did it include radio ads

Well Im sure it ran the full gamut

Gosh you would have to talk to the marketing folks

But you know we had as every business does
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No dont off the top of my head

dont remember what that component was because if you

looked at the whole realm mean depending on

whether you viewed it as fully loaded or not bet it

was somewhere between 13 and 75 million dollars But

you would have to -- cant tell you off the top of

my head You would have to go back and just

because its there Its easy enough to look at that

and it is what it is

believe have document that will

refresh your recollection and we will get to that

momentarily

Sure

wanted to get sense of the range

It was more than 10 million dollars year

Im certain

More than 20 million year

Look if you have the document why

dont you let me see it and then can tell you what

it is

All right well get to that in

couple minutes Why did you conduct national

advertising

You will have to forgive me my

immediate reaction is are you kidding me So
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bucket of marketing support and it was designed to

cross multitude of media

What do you mean by bucket of

Well whatever resources were allocated

to marketing You know your
annual budgeting process

is designed to allocate resources to various

disciplines and so thats those resources would go

to that discipline

All right Do you have any sense as

10 you
sit here today of what the budget was for

11 national media national marketing rather for MBE in

12 the year 2000 or 2001

13 You know it would be so easy to go

14 back and get the absolute fact would hesitate to

15 to offer conjecture because it was broken up in

16 pieces There would have been national media and

17 local area marketing But its all there as matter

18 of record All you have got to do is look at the

19 annual budget annual operating plan

20 Do you have an estimate as you sit

21 here today of the budget for advertising for MBE

22 MR MCDONALD All advertising not

23 national only

24 By Mr Sirlin In 2001 national

25 advertising Im sorry
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mean Im not --

have to ask the question so can get

the answer so that the information is there for the

trier of fact Whats the purpose
-- strike that

What was the purpose of conducting national

advertising in 2000 and 2001 when you were president

and CEO of Mail Boxes Etc

Look with the caveat that in business

the most difficult dollar to spend is marketing and

10 advertising dollar what would have to tell you you

11 would have to look at that specific time for the

12 purpose because there are multiple purposes in

13 marketing and advertising public relation dollars

14 Some of them nationally are for brand management

15 brand enhancement The three Super Bowls we did as

16 an example clearly put MBE on the map as national

17 brand The statistics will show that

18 But then often the most effective use

19 of dollar is local area marketing dollar thats

20 within three to five minutes or miles of the front

21 door So you have to look at the specific need in the

22 community at the time for the absolute purpose of

23 those dollars you know

24 All right want to focus on national

25 advertising at this point
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Thats what Im saying dont --
my

gut would be it would be for brand enhancement and to

drive consumers through the front door

Thank you

those types of things

Okay Did you
consider the national

advertising campaign to be an important component of

driving customers into the Mail Boxes Etc stores in

the 20002001 time frame

Well think any media effort that you

engage
in has to have of its ultimate purpose the

growth of the system

In the same time frame 2000-2001 were

there franchise agreements with between Mail Boxes

Etc and individual franchisees

Did
you

have any involvement in

developing the terms of any of those agreements

You mean personally

Yes

Well in that was the CEO was in

charge of the development of every mean every

year every franchise is required to refile their

their uniform franchise offering circular in March

and and often theres associated with that the
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discussions of the franchise agreement So that is an

ongoing iteration

Most companies -- think at the time

came to Mail Boxes there were at least eight maybe

nine or ten different iteration of franchise

agreements in place at that time So like the rest of

the business it changes all the time So every year

you are looking at it so

Seine of these questions may seem

incredibly simple and basic

No thats all right

The intent is to establish foundation

the case

for later question

And you were familiar with the terms of

the franchise agreements during that same time frame
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In general yes

As you sit here today do you have

recollection of generally the terms of the franchise

agreements during that period of time

MR MCDONALD Hold on Vague and

ambiguous over-broad in terms of the general terms of

the agreements

to my cell

THE WITNESS Do you know what happened

MR MCDONALD hve it

THE WITNESS Oh

MR MCDONALD Sorry

THE WITNESS Oh okay

MR MCDONALD Why dont we have the

question repeated so we have clean question and

answer unless you would like to rephrase it

forgot what it is so my apology

By Mr Sirlin The question was as

you sit here today do you recall generally the terms

of the agreement Generally lust means you know do

you have recollection of what the intent and purpose

was of the agreement as opposed to yes remember

verbatim each and
every

term of the agreement

MR MCDONALD Question is vague and

ambiguous and its overbroad having an idea of the
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general recollection of the term These are long

agreements To have general recollection of the

terms is overbroad

And with that being said would say

this No dont have recollection of the specific

terms of any agreement certainly understand as it

would apply to any business what the franchise

agreement is in for and that is to say it defines the

relationship between the franchisor and the

franchisee

By Mr Sirlin As you sit here today

do you recall if the franchise agreements strike

that

As you sit here today do you have

recollection as to whether the Mail Boxes Etc

franchise agreements in the year 2000 to 2001

contained provision giving the individual franchisee

an exclusive right to geographic area in which to

conduct business

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous and

it assumes facts its overbroad Object also that

it calls for legal conclusion

By Mr Sirlin You can answer

Uts have no specific recollection

that territory definition was in the framework of
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Sure

-- that may rely on that

Sure

Just please bear with me

Im trying Thanks

All right So as president and CEO of

Mail Boxes Etc you had occasion to review franchise

agreements during the period 2000-2001

Im certain from time to time that was
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the agreement
itself It could have been in

codicil if there was one Most agreements do have

some recognition Whether its even front door to

back door as is in the case of McDonalds there is

generally something But dont have specific

recollection to that

All right Do you have general

recollection of there being an exclusive area

component of any aspect of the franchise agreement

whether its the body of the agreement or codicil to

the agreement or an attachment during the time frame

20002001

MR MCDONALD mean the document

obviously speaks for itself You are asking guess

for him to interpret legal document and the

16 question is overbroad

17 My assumption would be and thats all

18 it is an assumption is that there should have been

19 some territorial definition of some kind

20 By Mr Sirlin Whats the purpose of

21 territorial definition

MR MCDONALD Overbroad calls for

opinion testimony on legal subject

It would depend on the kind of

franchisee that you were talking about
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By Mr Sirlin An MBE franchisee in

2001

Well but there were multiple kinds of

franchisees

In your view is the right to some

level of exclusivity in geographic area an important

component to franchisee

MR MCDONALD Calls for speculation

theres no foundation and it also is irrelevant and

parole evidence

COURT REPORTER And parole evidence

MR MCDONALD Parole evidence

smile because in every franchise

what every franchisee wants is the entire United

States of America as their exclusive area So when

you ask me if its important to them if they could get

what they want does it work absolutely not So that

is speculation on my part but it is based on

experience in multiple franchise systems

So it may be important but it is not

always best for the system or best for them or even

appropriate

By Mr Sirlin Okay From the

franchisees perspective well strike that Let

ask you about do you
have recollection as to
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whether the franchise agreements for MBE in the 2000

to 2001 time frame included renewal options for the

franchises

MR MCDONALD The documents speak for

themselves but go ahead

Thats about what was about to say

believe there is an element for -- that lines out

how renewal would take place at the end of the

license whether it was 10 or 15 years or whatever

that happens to be

By Mr Sirlin So its your

understanding that franchisees within the MBE system

had right to renewal after some period of time

MR MCDONALD Right to renewal is

ambiguous lacks foundation and assumes facts calls

for legal conclusion

My opinion is that there was

framework for renewal probably in some documents but

will tell you Ill bet there were 13 different

iterations of franchise agreements Some would

reflect it some may not So dont have specific

answer to that except that know in some there is

definition for what is necessary to renew

By Mr Sirlin Do you have an

understanding as to why that would be included in
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agreement from the franchisees perspective

MR MCDONALD No foundation calls for

What do you mean by from the

perspective

By Mr Sirlin Why would that be

franchisee

MR MCDONALD Calls for speculation

and assumes facts

By Mr Sirlin Let me rephrase the

question In the 2001 2000 to 2001 time frame do

you have view as to whether renewal option was an

important component to the franchise agreement for the

franchisees of MBE

MR MCDONALD Calls for speculation

no foundation opinion testimony

Oh franchisee would want to

understand the terms of renewal if there would be

you know charge associated with that and how much

it would be and to understand from compliance

perspective that they would have to be in good

standing to be allowed to stay in the system And

from those standpoints think that they would have

an interest in that

24 By Mr Sirlin Is the ability to

25 renew something thats of value to the MBE franchisees
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speculation and no foundation

dont dont think understand

that

By Mr Sirlin Would franchisee in

the 2000 and 2001 time frame in the MBE system find

it of value to have the option to renew its franchise

agreement in the future

MR MCDONALD Calls for speculation

about what franchisees thought over-broad

Well do think that that do think

that

all right

THE WITNESS Oh Im sorry are you

COURT REPORTER Yes

THE WITNESS You dont have to type

the Im sorry are you
all right

You know you would almost have to ask

the individual franchisees suppose to gain their

perspective But think notwithstanding the

specifics we are talking about anyone anyone that

viewed anything of value would be interested in

continuing to participate

By Mr Sirlin Thank you Do you
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recall whether the ability to renew their franchise

agreement was selling point to potential new MBE

franchisees in the 2000 to 2001 time frame

didnt make those sales mean

thats just not wasnt selling franchises

All right And you dont know whether

that was one of the selling points that was --

wasnt selling the franchises

mean didnt dont know what was said in front

of franchisee and so as we have talked about

before that really would be speculation

Well understand that you didnt

necessarily directly participate
in sales pitches

--

No

-- to individual franchisees

Right

However as the CEO and president of

Etc you had some say in how the

were marketed to potential franchisees

In some sense of course

All right So as part of that

simply asking do you have any knowledge

the right to renew the franchise

agreement was part of the marketing strategy for Mail
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Boxes Etc in 2000 or 2001

No would not connect that with

marketing strategy of any kind

would like to focus little bit on

the acquisition of Mail Boxes Etc by UPS

Sure

Can we just first lay out general

wanted to ask you some questions about

occurred relative to others

Urn-hum

and if you can put general date on

Urn-hum

When did you first begin to discuss the

potential of UPS acquiring MBE

Well as recall the sale was finally

in about April or May of 2001 so think

discussions began at least year if not

year prior to that

And by the discussions you are talking

about the actual negotiations for the sale of the

assets

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous as

to negotiation He said -- the original question was

about initial discussions so are you asking now were
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they negotiating for whole year

MR SIRLIN In sorry yeah

By Mr Sirlin Im differentiating in

my mind initial overtures from the actual hard

negotiation process

Well --

MR MCDONALD So the question is how

long was the actual hard negotiation process

By Mr Sirlin Well my original

question is when did the preliminary discussion

start

There are some factual dates that would

be easy enough to discover that relate to issues with

United States Office Products because this is not

just UPS engagement
The initial discussions with

UPS would have been with as many as 18 other companies

involved and they were just one of then

And so that time frame just dont --

know it was about know it was right before and

during the Internet web or the bubble bursting it

began right before that and then the bubble burst and

it impacted the process But during that period of

time you know we were discussing and negotiating

with number of companies not just UPS

You said there were as many as 18
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in the 2000-2001 time frame
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others

Yes

At some point in time in this year-long

period of discussions and negotiations was there --

did you reach an agreement in principle with UPS

MR MCDONALD Mischaracterizes his

testimony dont think that he said that there was

continuous conversation for year with UPS

did not say that if thats what you

are asking

By Mr Sirlin didnt suggest it

was continuous Im just saying

The answer to the question

incidentally is no We did 18 management discussions

as team with various private equity groups

representing different entities many of which were

Internet companies that were that became you

know their offerings were very significant but

largely paper that became valueless in about six

months

But we did not have continuing

discussion In fact UPS chose to disengage think

because of pricing issue after the bubble burst

And had no further discussions with them for almost

year while we were continuing to have management
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presentations and discussions with lot of other

interested buyers

MR SIRLIN Okay lets go off the

record for second

discussion off the record was had

By Mr Sirlin Do you recall as you

sit here when the Asset Purchase Agreement was

executed with United Parcel Service

was going to say as said earlier

its got to be either late April maybe 30 April or

or May 2001

We are going to

Sure

Actually lets

Okay

So you can have something to refer to

will refresh your recollection

Oh brother

Im going to show you whats been

Exhibit

Right

And ask you
if you recognize this

Yes think used this as doorstop
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for about year and half

You can just dont look at my tags

Look recognize what it is or what

What is it

It is the Asset Purchase Agreement

Boxes and UPS

Let me ask you to direct your attention

to page
--

Oh please

You see at the bottom right-hand

corner there is Bates stamp number MBEM

Yeah now see it

Let me ask
you to turn to page MBEM

0083635

Im there

All right Do you see the signature on

that page

Ido
Do you recognize it

Its very familiar to me

And is that your signature

It is

Do you have recollection as you sit

here today of executing this Asset Purchase

PAGE 68

Agreement
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No have recollection of signing

thousands mean obviously this is my signature

and executed this but do have specific

recollection of actually signing that page not not

not really

Okay Let me ask you to turn to page

let me ask you to turn to page 3637 for moment

Okay Im there

Theres signature there under the

United Parcel Service General Services Company

Yes

Do you recognize that signature

It is indecipherable to me

Okay Let me ask you to turn to the

next page

Right

And is that again your signature

It is confess

Okay Let me ask you to turn to page

MBEM 83642

Im there

And once again is that your signature
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Yes sir

All right Does this appear to you to

be an accurate copy of the Asset Purchase Agreement by

and among Mail Boxes Etc and United Parcel Service

Well Ive only looked at the signature

pages and without really parsing through this it

would be difficult --

Go ahead and parse

Oh please Okay

MR MCDONALD Well think thats

unfair This is about four-inch thick piece of

document four-inch thick document

If you want me to attest to every page

will read and look at every page

By Mr Sirlin am asking you if

you have any reason to believe that this is not an

accurate copy of the Asset Purchase Agreement

Do you state that it is

Ido

Are you an honorable man Well no

Im serious If you are going to answer yes to that

will say agree attest to it

All right fair enough Fair enough

Fair enough It depresses me just to

look at that so you can have it back

think
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All right So initially was asking

at it to see if it refreshed your

as to when the agreement was executed

Oh Well its right on the front

On the front it reads dated as of March

2001 Does that refresh your recollection

Yeah but you
know what that was not

approved Im certain till want to say the end of

April Theres something about that that sticks in my

memory If am wrong about that thats fine but

thats certainly in the time frame that all of that

was going on

Okay

It does make sense for execution of the

document though

Part of the reason that we go through

this exercise of asking you if you recall things is

that it helps people to recall to think about it and

talk about it

Sure

And so you may not recall when first

ask you but the process may jog your memory

Of course understand

Was there process of testing that was
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undertaken relative to the Gold Shield Program

Are we moving off of the purchase

agreement and the negotiation process now

Yes

Okay

MR MCDONALD Process of testing in

the Gold Shield Program over-vague

This is this is we never cant

think of -- oh boy
-- cant think of moment

where we werent testing and evaluating everything

almost from the day we walked in MBE was in many

ways very broken in the mid nineties and they had

just gone through essentially franchisee rebellion

that they called Black Tuesday where they tried to

oust Tony De Sio and take over the company the area

franchisees There was piece of litigation that had

been going on for two years where they had spent over

million dollars where some plaintiffs attorney was

filing new lawsuit every month Thats what

stepped into

The pack and ship if you look at that

part of the business from the mid early nineties to

the mid nineties was absolutely flat if not declining

in the business and it was the core part of the

business

PAGE 72
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So when told you earlier that

viewed it as an opportunity to have an impact it was

because of those issues for me where felt we could

go in there and make decided difference for the

business and because the franchisee/franchisor

relationships were so bad at that time thought that

it would be like pouring water in the desert to bring

positive relationships to that business And the

reality is that is what happened ultimately through

that process

And frankly if you look at the size of

the company its system sales in the early to mid

nineties the pure numerical size of the business we

almost doubled it in that period of time So

everything else being said one would have to say that

was certainly some measure of success

But the process required constant

18 measurement and evaluation of every element of the

19 business So you know whether it was the price and

20 attitude and usage studies that you mentioned whether

21 it was marketing looks look and feel textures

22 colors relationships conferences we created MBE

23 Worldwide we created new mission value statements

24 We took in other words lot of nepotism in that

25 business There were eight De Sios working in that
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in it

So when you say were we testing we

were always doing that kind of thing and were doing

it at the time of the acquisition or sale And

know of course it continued on after that but

largely without my
involvement because you know

left in October of 2002 So so you know it wasnt

something that was overseeing at that tine

By Mr Sirlin All right Thats

actually what wanted to focus on was the testing

that was conducted relative to first pricing for the

UPS
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package of services

Yeah

and then the question relative to

name that would be used

Yeah

--
moving forward

Right

Now have referred to that as the

Gold Shield testing but maybe thats misnomer

Well think it has broader

application than that

Okay So lets call that what lust

described that is the price testing --

Yeah

-- that was undertaken relative to the

UPS pricing structure --

Sure

-- and the branding testing well call

that the UPS testing

Fine

All right Did you have any personal

involvement in that testing

Well only that we created as just

mentioned we were in continual testing or

measurement so we created price elasticity studies
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You know actually approached our

head want to say Craig or Stuart or somebody

approached UPS about price elasticity study year

and half maybe two years before we even were

discussing an acquisition of them and they refused

So we ended up doing the same elasticity studies with

FedEx and probably the post office dont know who

else was involved in it

But at the time Ifelt like UPS would

have really benefited by that and chose not to because

think their culture you know just dout think

they wanted to share the information with vendor

which was really the relationship we had at the time

So they chose not to which thought harmed them and

harmed us didnt like it

So we went on and did it anyway and

those price elasticity studies ultimately morphed into

as continuation probably of the pricing studies

for what in the broader sense was then made to become

Gold Shield dont know

didnt really would have to tell

you in October of 2001 my dad collapsed in Florida

and he went on hospice for year He was dying

They expected him not to last month but he lasted

year And my focus at that point being in San Diego
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every month was in Tampa for at least week And

also knew that was going to leave And so as

practical matter was really beginning to take

myself out of hands-on operating role

So really from from the end of 2001

and left in October of 2002 in that period of time

was not as engaged as would have been previously

All right Ira sorry you said you

left at the end of the 2002

October of 2- actually November 30

October of 2002 believe is accurate That is

accurate Thats correct

lie only saying that it wasnt that

wasnt aware of what was going on but can tell you

for sure that did not have the day-to-day engagement

and involvement that did before

understand Okay thank you So as

ask these questions to the extent you were

involved --

Yeah absolutely

-- and have knowledge thats fine

And if you didnt just say so

Absolutely just wanted to qualify

it so you understood why the shift took place

Thank you Did you have any
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small company the day walked in there None of them

were there well there was one left when sold the

company There was just lot of issues that needed

to be addressed that all required measurement

And Gold Shield its very interesting

because that was concept we created at MBE long

before the UPS engagement By name it was designed

as part of the initial technology rollout of Rolling

Thunder to try to create multitiered benchmarking

that would raise the bar for the franchisees in terms

of service requirements and be able to build into it

incentives where they would benefit from participating
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involvement in setting up the parameters for the

testing

MR MCDONALD Parameters

By Mr Sirlin For the UPS testing

which would have been earlier than the time frame you

were just talking about

No Look was there lets face

it say if you stop and think about this -- and boy

this is whole other discussion probably another

book now that my noncompete is up
--

you know we had

the acquisition and then probably month couple

three or four weeks before the transition team came to

San Diego and then it was new team put together

mean there was time frame where everybody was just

getting to know one another and decide how they were

going to plug in which is probably another couple of

months

So thats you know really Ill bet

you
that we really werent involved in other than

just dancing if that makes sense to find out what

fits where and who is going to be with who and they

were putting person in on the transition team that

was interfacing with every discipline leader inside

MBE and really mundane things were taking place like

what are we going to call you what your titles are
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going to be mean really who really reports to

who They didnt even know where MBE was going to be

inside the UPS structure So they put us as report

to their strategic director at the time was Jack

Duffy And cut the deal with Jim Kelly who was

then the CEO and Mike Eskew became later

But the reality is within six months

all of those people including the transition team

leader Jim Kelly Jack Duffy they were all gone all

of them And now we were replacing all these people

with somebody else

And only go through that to share

with you dont think we got at least in terms of my

involvement dont think we got into the real

nitty-gritty details of how all that was going to

occur want to say it was four or five months or

better And by then was really really getting

was short-timer think So Im sure the

discussions were taking place but they were very

preliminary very preliminary

The testing that we have just been

talking about

was part of process that

culminated to some extent in the attempt to have MBE
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franchisees convert their stores to the UPS stores is

that correct

Right yeah So you are talking about

brand some kind of branding related to Gold Shield

in your vernacular It would have been the branding

test you know do you stay MBE do you come around

do you become UPS store right

And you
had little or no direct

involvement in that process because of the

circumstances ybu just described is that right

will tell you specifically what

remember remember we began the discussions at some

point We knew we were going to test remember the

identification of some cities for testing And that

you know remember that know that had bias

as an example and remember in the discussions you

know nobody everybody had an opinion but nobody

knew what what actually the consumer would think or

feel So everybody had an opinion

My opinion was and remember voicing

it at the time what said to them is would have

been shocked if the testing didnt come back with

Cobra ending element in it where you had MBE and UPS

But was certainly open to whatever the testing was

And think the mindset of everybody
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heard say anything

obviously well do

was lets see what it is and

what works best for the system So

thats what remember about that Although

certainly had bias towards --
just like Fred Smith

did with Kinkos and FedEx its now FedEx Kinkos

you know that would have been my bias at the time

But was pretty vested in the MBE brand as you might

imagine

Did any of the people with whom you

were dealing from UPS have bias as well in your

view

Not that recall dont remember

anybody specifically saying to me that they had

bias think that was the whole purpose for even

wanting to test at all was to try to find out what

really made sense in the marketplace because will

tell you for sure thats the reason through the years

have learned to hate focus groups You know it was

focus group that after millions of dollars were

spent because you get everybody
--

get these

people particularly on the numbers side its

difference Im going to share with you the difference

between an operator now and the number crunchers and

the lawyers my good friend and get
-- and that is

not negative Im just telling you line operator
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learns things differently You will get people that

will say here is the science and this is what its

telling us and this is what we will do and lets spend

million dollars We hear what the consumer is

saying And so will pop the Edsel and New Coke and

the McClean Burger which were absolutely disasters in

the marketplace So you really have to combine the

science with intuition and business experience at the

line to make decisions that are really good in the

10 marketplace from marketing perspective

11 But thats what meant earlier by the

12 difference between art and science You know

13 everybody in hindsight has wonderful vision its just

14 that they are not making the decision in the trench

15 So and by the way why you constantly

16 have to tweak these businesses here is the tough part

17 today These guys are screaming inside right now at

18 me but here is the tough part today if you are in

19 leadership role That business cycle talked about

20 earlier entrepreneurship growth decline and

21 renewal it is so compressed that you dont have the

22 luxury that you might have had even 15 20 years ago

23 in terms of due diligence and gathering information to

24 make decisions You have to be in state of renewal

25 all the time 100 percent of the time or you are dead
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Yeah just help me understand what

specifically what you mean You mean like Post Net

or Pack Mail or something like that

By Mr Sirlin The concept was to

convert MBE stores to what was called the UPS stores

That was the ultimate decision

Were there and the UPS stores was

concept that offered marriage between the MBE set of

products and services and the UPS set of products and

services is that right

MR MCDONALD No foundation assumes

facts Its bit ambiguous

Actually Im see Im not sure really

what you mean by that What is the difference The

marriage it seems to me is the brands and the

impact the value would have --
by anyone dont care

who you are by anyones estimation you know was

very proud of the MBE brand felt we contributed

significantly to its presence in the marketplace its

recognition there 90 think 95 96 97 percent

recognition domestically But even

By Mr Sirlin Im sorry what does

that mean 97 percent

It means in the shelf space
of the

mind consumer sees or hears the brand name and they
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meat eventually in the marketplace The strategic
know what it is

window shuts as Gary Gable talked about at Harvard And how would you know that

and you
lose your opportunity Because you do market intercepts focus

So you do the very best you can with as studies Companies measure those things As an

much due diligence as you can and you move quickly example you do Super Bowl they look at your

enough hopefully to enter the strategic window at recognition in the market before they test it

time and place where your strategic competence marries Otherwise you couldnt do -- there would be no way

up with the consumers value and need and then you you could really spend those dollars effectively

win in the marketplace You know you dont win all However let me say this After all

10 the time So thats why thats why marketing dollars 10 that still had people calling me in somebody elses

11 are the most difficult You have got to test adjust 11 store not knowing they werent in one of ours

12 spend evaluate test adjust spend evaluate reset 12 mean thats the battle in the consumers mind in

13 if you
need to But thats life There is just no 13 terms of market differentiation

14 perfect solution anymore Which is why guys
like me 14 So so you are marrying the brands

15 take on the title chairman emeritus and go sit on 15 here but dont know how you
-- when you say you are

16 hill somewhere as has-been kicked out You know 16 marrying two concepts so you are saying the concept

17 thats what happens You you decide its easier that 17 in
your opinion the concept changed inside the store

18 way 18 after the brands were married

19 Were there competitors were there 19 will withdraw the question

20 companies that you considered to be competitors of the 20 Thank you sir

21 UPS store concept that were to your knowledge in the 21 MR MCDONALD While you are pondering

22 process of coming to market in or about the time that 22 can we go
off the record second

23 this Gold Shield testing took place 23 MR SIRLIN Yes

24 MR MCDONALD UPS store concept is 24 recess for lunch was had

25 uncertain it lacks foundation 25 By Mr Sirlin Okay Mr Amos we are
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back on record and you are still under oath Do you go back and look at the timing of this But if there

understand that were as said was was beginning to be fairly

Yes sir Yes sir disengaged in that last six months

Before we broke for lunch we were
All right fair enough Do you recall

talking about the pricing and branding studies that if you ever had any discussions with either

were conducted just prior to the conversion process
to franchisees or FAC members about concerns regarding

the UPS stores
the financial impact of UPSs involvement with the

Urn-hum
network

Do you recall that My question to you
MR MCDONALD Vague

and ambiguous as

IS do you
recall ever hearing of any concerns by any 10 to UPSs financial involvement with the network

of the franchisees for example about how the testing 11 By Mr Sirlin Okay thats not

was conducted
12 exactly what asked Let me rephrase Do you

recall

No not during the time was -- 13 whether you
heard any discussions or participated

in

dont recall any of that when was there and involved 14 any discussions regarding concerns by franchisees or

15 in it
15 FAC members regarding what the financial impact would

16 Okay Did you have any dealings with 16 be of what was being tested

17 the MBE Franchisee Advisory Committee 17 MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous

18 Oh sure Sure created it 18 Well perhaps perhaps the question is

19 All right At this same point in time 19 vague and ambiguous My answer is probably vague
and

20 during this testing period do you recall ever hearing 20 ambiguous because in that period of time can recall

21 any concerns expressed by any FAC members about the 21 maybe one or two meetings dont know where surely

22 testing procedure
22 we were introducing the transition team to the various

23 Well again you would have to go back 23 standing committees that were out there And cannot

24 and look at the window We are talking about for me 24 recall with specificity issues

25 Yes 25 But can tell you that it would only
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And just dont recall it because make sense having gone through four or five

suspect that if there were issues they probably transactions where every time you go through

werent it was little early on to articulate transaction people are concerned about the impact of

that just dont recall anything with new parent in our case whether it was United

specificity there States Office Products before UPS or when United

Thats fair enough if you dont recall States Office Products restructured and USOP became

any Im going to be asking you
series of questions different entity all of those kinds of things what

about whether you
recall there being any

is the philosophy of the owner

Thats fine UPS actually only ended up acquiring

That doesnt mean that there 10 MBE by accident was within 18 hours of signing

necessarily were If you didnt hear of any or you
11 deal with Apollo private equity group And so had

didnt know of any its just fair for you to just say 12 it been Apollo there would have been the same kinds

dont recall anything like that 13 of questions whats the philosophy of the business

really dont remember any
discussions 14 those types of things

specifically
with franchisee or with FAC at the time 15 But at least in that time frame which

that addressed that specific issue 16 was very early on other than general questions like

Concerning regarding the testing 17 that dont have any memory of any specific

18 procedures
18 discussions like that

19 Yes sir 19 By Mr Sirlin All right Later on

20 Okay Did you ever have any
20 in the process did you ever hear of any concerns

21 conversations either with franchisees or FAC members 21 expressed by franchisees or FAC members about their

22 about concerns that they may have had about the 22 net profit at their stores as result of the pricing

23 results of the testing
23 imposed by UPS

24 Im not sure we had any results that 24 MR MCDONALD Imposed by UPS assumes

25 was participating in at that time You would have to 25 facts and lacks foundation
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cant look the general comment to

your question is those kinds of concerns heard for

six or seven years from franchisees every time we made

any adjustment with PACE or those types of things So

that would be that would be general concern that

franchisee would have

By Mr Sirlin Inn trying to focus

specifically on discussions about concerns about UPSs

program

Yeah

-- UPSs approach and how it would

net profitability of the individual

in the MBE network

Well then you will have to define for

me sir what you mean by UPSs program

For example the pricing structure that

UPS had that was going to be used by the UPS stores

Okay well again if we go back to our

previous discussion all of that was under some form

of pilot and testing when was still there and

probably certainly by the time was leaving or

transitioning out suspect they were just beginning

to get results from that So just the timing of that

would probably mean no

You mentioned the Apollo Equity
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and you coming very close to

reaching deal with them

Urn-hum yes

What was the timing of those

discussions Was that at the same time as the

discussions were taking place with UPS

No it would have predated those

discussions but went right up to re-engaging with

mean within days of re-engaging with UPS We were

completing the terms of the agreement Now that

paperwork is out there somewhere that defines the

whole relationship that was going to be with Apollo

We were at such late date that the consultant they

brought in to work for them on the franchising side

Michael Seid they all were toasting and having

champagne because they thought the deal was done We

had an exclusivity with Apollo that we wouldnt talk

with anyone else and that was within days of

re-engaging with UPS

First of all would you spell Michael

Seids name for us

S-e-i-d

Thank you So what happened to the
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agreement and principle with the Apollo Equity Group

Do you want the whole story

How about the executive summary

Be very afraid be very
afraid Well

will tell you exactly in sequence if you really

want to know because

Ido

am the only person one of

handful of people that really know the truth because

after these transactions there always lot of

revisions history particularly
when things go well

Now you have piqued my interest so

would like to know

All right here it is

MR MCDONALD Keep in mind our 700

oclock flight

THE WITNESS Relax guys

After the the -- well here let me

just lay the background quickly When when we

completed the USOP transaction and the primary driver

for that was the reason came on board which was the

liquidity event for Tony De Sio the board felt it was

time for him to move on and for successor to come

in They gave me year to do that We put the team

together in six months and got it done in that

PAGE 92

framework
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Within year or at that closing of

that meeting flew to Washington and went to the

closing meeting with John LaDecki United States

Office Products the whole thing which was in room

like this but three or four times as long with

conference table about the same size And sitting

around the walls were total of combination of

number crunchers and lawyers there were 76 The

transaction cost was 75 million dollars just the

transaction cost

So flew back to San Diego and told

my tears Prepare now to either go
back public or for

resale because dont believe that that this

entity this new parent is going to make it And

within year they were bleeding from the eyeballs

want to say we upstreamed nearly 80 million dollars

to there They had over 200 office product companies

in their portfolio We were the only public company

that they acquired next to Blue Star in New Zealand

but we were certainly the crown jewel

And what happened was exactly as

thought USOP then went through transaction where

John LaDecki created entity by rolling up Office

Products businesses and in less than four years went
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So all of that meant that ultimately

went back and made my case to take MBE back public

and was approved from US Office Products to do that

In the middle of that the net collapsed So then the

next thought was to to do private placement which

is when we had gotten into the list of 18 people It

was all that transition period ultimately that sorted

itself down to three companies And let me tell you

how that happened

We talked earlier about when we first

engaged with UPS That was the very beginning of this

process
that Im just sharing with you And we were

engaging with lot of these other businesses UPS
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left the table when the bubble burst Credit Suisse

First Boston Clayton Dubellier Rice who owned 38

percent
of United States Office Products were driving

this transaction They wanted it to happen1 first the

public offering and then the private replacement So

they put all this together

In the process as mentioned over

that year or better we did 18 management discussions

while we were trying to grow
this business and

continued to focus on its future and the benefit of

the franchisees The bubble collapses Most of those

people since they were offering paper leave the

table

Whats left is group of private

equity instead of what you
would say well you

would have strategic investor which were obvious

Thats FedEx and UPS and DHL or Airborne or whoever

Then there was few handful of private equity

companies and then HFC at the time which is now

Sindad Henry Silverman

All of that was whittled down through

the process to this deal with Apollo That is Leon

Black and Josh Harris was our direct negotiator

Thats who was negotiating with That probably went

on for three or four months that negotiation This
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is before UPS re-engages

We reach an agreement US Office

Products reaches an agreement for price In the

middle of this -- and again many people dont know

this --
put an MBO on the table with American

Securities for 175 million dollars They wrote me the

check They believed in our management team They

wanted us to buy the company put that check on the

table

Credit Suisse First Boston and mean

-- yes Credit Suisse and Clayton Dubellier and Rice

specifically gentleman by the name of EdGarten who

was running the deal this was before Sarbeens Oxley

so you
have got to remember there was no firewall

between the investment bankers and the dealmakers that

you would have to have today but they were doing the

whole thing They wouldnt accept my offer because

they felt our management team would not entertain any

larger offers from competitive people coming in

because we wanted to buy the company

What they didnt understand is what

integrity and honor and honesty was because would

have entertained it and wouldnt have held them up

like that But they wouldnt even entertain our offer

at 175 million And will tell you whats really

PAGE 96
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ironic about this at the end game

So they went on They brought Apollo

to the table and whoever else Fred Smith

incidentally flew to Washington They called me

wanted to talk to him told them how to deal with

Fred told them if you think you are going to get

have known Fred for 30 years We were in the

Marine Corps together It just wasnt the vendor

relationship So -- if you want to work with Fred

10 you dont try to pit him in bidding contest with UPS

11 because he will walk the table He was in the meeting

12 with them five minutes and walked out because they

13 tried to put him in bidding contest with UPS

14 So what happened was UPS leaves the

15 table We are now down to Apollo We have got three

16 or four months of negotiating We are trying to you

17 know take the price and as you are probably aware in

18 these negotiations then there is all the list of what

19 if this happens you know the price will go down

20 down down down down But at the end of the day

21 its think Apollos offer was about 220 million

22 dollars 225 million something like that

23 But in the process watched this

24 company take USOP and put them in the corner and kick

25 them nearly bloody Just they knew they were in
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from zero balance sheet to 3.8 billion dollars

acquiring companies He then spun off and this would

have been late 97 three of those divisions or

entities and left and took with it about billion

dollars and left about billion dollar entity called

called USOP which was the Office Products business

Tom Morgan was brought in to run that entity

The problem was their core competency

previously had been acquisitions and now they were

going to become operators which was very problematic

plus they put billion dollars in debt on the

business
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Personally if we would have signed

that deal had we hit all the bogeys in the deal the

way it was set up that was 40milliondollar return

for me

Now here is exactly what happened and

why UPS owns this company today Im sitting in my

office and whats interesting about the dates is

you are talking about March of 2001

By Mr Sirlin Um-hum

Im sitting in my office which would

have been some probably early February We will have

to look at the dates where the IFA convention was that
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year because it was in Las Vegas at the MGM Grand

Early in the week am sitting in
my office and get

call from stamps.com in San Jose The previous

company to Stamps was Iship and had made

4-million-dollar investment or MBE did in Iship

because they had developed the technology to do

on-line shipping And we were was actually

negotiating
with Meg Whitman and eBay to have an

on-line shipping entity that would really benefit the

franchise community and grow the system which

required the technology that we talked about before

John Payne had just bought that

company He was the new chairman of Stamps The guy

that called me was David Mounts Now if you
have

heard the name David Mounts was running mergers
and

acquisitions for UPS when we first engaged year

before that David Mounts and had become good

friends in the process

So David calls me because they are up

there trying to buy Stamps and he says Jim we want

to buy this company because like you we like the

technology and by the way the guys that created it

were ex-UPS-ers And he said But in looking at the

files we see letter of complaint from you

threatening lawsuit
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These guys
had not finished the

software that they promised me before they were going

to work on their Enterprise edition and it was

putting us if you read the files putting us at great

risk with our franchisees because we werent getting

the product out there fast enough So finally fired

letter to Payne and said Look you guys do this or

cant wait you are hurting my business you are

hurting my franchisees

And so Payne said Jim we want to buy

the company If you will agree to step back from

this we will buy it but give you my wod we will

fix the problem after the acquisition
And said

Well sure trusted him David

MR MCDONALD Mounts right

Mounts

MR MCDONALD Mounts

And then he asked me By the way how

is the transaction going And said David you know

cant answer that you more than anybody know that

He said Well okay but are you
close And as

said want to say we were day less than day

away from signing this deal with Apollo And said

you
know -- he said Well let me ask you this If

you were if
you are close is the pricing structure
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anywhere close to what you know UPS would have offered

like year ago And said Well what can tell

you is suspect its probably in that ball park

Now the reason said that is because

Credit Suisse and USOP know were trying to get

four 450-million-dollar price out of UPS and they

walked the table They werent going to do it They

knew just like did what the real value of the

business was at the time because of the put the

right value on the table me and my management team

and American Securities

So we say our fond adieus and within

an hour David calls me back and he said You know

Jim we would like to re-engage
And said --

thought he was talking about Stamps said Hey go

ahead told you He said No you dont understand

we want to re-engage
with MBE

And so dont remember the nd of the

conversation but what do remember is that felt

had moral and ethical dilemma and that was once

hung up could say nothing and the deal with Apollo

would happen or could call somebody and talk to

them about it

Now had no love lost with USOP

thought they were horrible operators and bleeding us
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trouble and they kicked them to death in this

negotiating And every time would meet with my own

team would say Look you know this is this is

this is problem because if they are treating these

people that way do you think they are going to treat

us any differently And by the way post-transaction

what are they going to be focused on

The last piece of that wanted 13

percent for my management team percent for me And

Josh Harris was just absolutely it was the most

brutal negotiating have ever gone through in my life

and he wouldnt fold and he didnt know me because

wasnt about to
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And cant remember the time frame

but can tell you for sure it was within day or so

they called back and we made decision to disengage

from Apollo Now its matter of record but we

paid want to say
severalmillion-dollar breakup

fee to them on an if and mean complete if that

we could get through the process with UPS and have

sale with them

Now you might ask wasnt that kind of

stupid Well will tell you personally for ne and

my team it was think sacrifice But will tell

you for sure my belief was if that deal made it it

was better for the system better for the franchisees

and better for the brand And so thats the reason we

made the decision

Now want to tell you one other thing

left out that think is salient The same week

well maybe it was the week before get call from

banker in New York from Chase And he said to me

because he knew me there were about 200 banks in

the deal with USD9 three probably prime leaders

bunch of subnote holders all kinds of you know the

financial engineering
of these things And he said to

me Jim do you know what USOP is about to do And

said Well Im not sure What are you talking about
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but with company that may be worse The whole

breakup process goes on

go to and every area franchisee we

have will be able to confirm this go to Las

Vegas We have the meeting in Vegas with IFA

become chairman on Monday Wednesday we had already

set up an area franchise meeting at Caesars in Vegas

because of the timing

On that Friday on that Friday almost

year after our first discussions UPS sends team

want to say 25 people into San Diego to reenter

the war room relook at documents ask questions On

Wednesday they joined me in my suite at Vegas and

essentially we dont leave it for three days from

Wednesday to Friday hanmniering out this deal The

whole deal made in one week which people have asked

me before if thought it was miracle No dont

think it is know absolutely it is

And here is what the franchisees my

good friend dont understand had third choice

and that choice was to say the heck with it can

also allow USOP to go into bankruptcy can become

debtor in possession

On Tuesday of that same week Im on

the phone with 200 bankers making very strong case
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dry The worst thing you want to be is the crown He said Well have to tell you off-line because

jewel in the hat of bleeding parent cant tell you officially but think you
need to

So but what did sympathize with know that they are about ten days away from filing

Warren Feldberg who was the CFO or CEO up there then bankruptcy

and the guys
from Credit Suisse who were exGE-ers Now again pick up

the phone and

president of GE-Europe was the way Apollo treated call Warren Feldberg and confront him with what

them which thought was deplorable now if you want heard cant tell him who said it He wont deny it

to talk about relationships and the way you treat or confirm it So simply told him on the phone You

people having an impact know Warren here is what Im going to do Im going

So what did is didnt call -- 10 to pick up the phone if you dont call me back in an

finally made decision about thinking about it and 11 hour and tell me whats going on Im going to suspend

praying about it didnt call 0509 called Credit 12 franchise sales because Im not putting career on

Suisse First Boston and spoke to Brian Finn Brian 13 the line for you guys
because you are not going to

Finn was one of the partners previously with Credit 14 tell me the truth up
here and we are selling

Suisse and now hes with Im sorry
with Clayton 15 franchises

Dubellier Rice He is now back as co-chairman of 16 Of course he called me back And so

Credit Suisse First Boston in New York 17 here we are And we want to talk about -- which is

But called Brian because respected 18 why said theres book in this thats stranger than

him and felt could trust him and said Brian 19 fiction Now here is my deal Im leaving Friday

need to tell you what just happened and Im not going 20 this next Friday to go to Las Vegas to the MGM Grand

to make this decision but think its beyond amy
21 to become chairman of the International Franchise

scope of authority with fiduciary responsibility to 22 Association week from that Monday USOP is

you as well as the system not to tell you what just 23 scheduled to file bankruptcy at 830 in the morning

occurred And so laid it out to him And he said 24 Im in -- prior to that now know Im within day

Thanks Jim well have discussion about this 25 or so of having deal cut that would exclude USOP
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to them that Ire not dip Ive upstreamed 80 million

bucks havent taken dollar from these guys you

can look at me separately we will cut separate

deal And guess who would have ended up owning that

company You think it might have been me and my

management team

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Well now here is the point What

didnt know is if we did that also would have two

or three years of hell to walk through lust digging

out from it knew it would hurt the brand and hurt

it for the franchisees knew it would hurt the

brand and hurt destroy the businesses of the area

franchisees because for couple of years they would

have never sold another franchise

So while lot of this stuff we are

talking about here might have been going on am

going to tell you
there were scenarios here that it

would have been disaster for these franchisees

mean disaster And so what actually happened is we

re-engaged went through that week in Vegas had

the area community downstairs that my team was

running dont know what instructions we were doing

but mean we were teaching something

At 130 in the afternoon sent Tom

Herskowitz downstairs because get call from Jim
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Welly saying we have deal tell Tom to go to the

podium and we have printed up announcements for the

transaction press releases media releases all kinds

of things Im going to the door to join him

downstairs and the phone rings and its UPS again

saying the deal is crated dont go throw away the

documents we dont have deal something with the

attorneys or some document You guys are just

So so so for the next five hours

guess anyway from 130 to 530 we were continuing

in that deal that we finally made which believe was

miracle believe it was benefit to the system

believe it was benefit to the franchisees

believe it was benefit to the system and the

network And thats how that happened All of which

mean all of it is verifiable if you will talk to

the people who were involved in the sequence of

events not many of which including the people at

UPS other than David Mounts who wouldnt know this

piece of it are quite aware of it all But know

know what happened because was there

And so does Apollo who incidentally

that was big problem for them Josh Harris himself

lost face over that They wanted this deal badly

Everybody wanted Mail Boxes But you know thats
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just the way it goes

So therein is when they were saying

Gosh are you sure you want this answer Thats the

thats the whole story

By Mr Sirlin Okay And UPS

ultimately acquired Mail Boxes for in the range of 220

million dollars

That is another interesting thing you

see because ultimately when you
unwound all the

contingencies in the Apollo deal it would have turned

out to be the same 175 million bucks had put on the

table

Now dont know what the what the

pieces were in the UPS deal so cant tell you what

the actual net net value or net net price was after

all that stuff because just wasnt involved in it

But thats easy enough to find out It has to be

public record

But want to say you are right about

the offering price somewhere in that range two to

220 million somewhere in that range

So of the options that were presented

at that time

Urnhum

--
you believe that the acquisition by
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UPS was in the best interest of the franchisees

Absolutely 100 percent no question

And boy mean we can go through in detail what

those other options were and the pending

possibilities of what could happen to the brand

Now was well aware because of my

background and history in franchising of major brands

that have gone through things like that and how long

it took them to come out You can do it You can do

it But boy for the people immediately involved

for the net present value and terminal value of their

businesses over the next five years or so wow wow

Did you know at that time that is

during the discussions leading up to the execution of

the Asset Purchase Agreement that UPS was going to

require the MBE franchises to convert from MBE to the

UPS store

How would know that

How would know that

did you learn that UPS

the franchises to convert

Of course not

dont think they knew that

At what point

was going to in fact require

to the UPS store brands

MR MCDONALD Hold on That assumes

facts and it lacks foundation that UPS required the

MBE stores to convert mean you know thats not
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Same question

By Mr Sirlin Yes

MR MCDONALD You can answer the

Look it has to be either right before

or right after left somewhere in that framework

But but you know and its good point here because

it really is important to understand having again

gone through that process in other entities before

you cant require franchisee mean you can

offer them incentives and you can offer them the

choice but you couldnt force them or require them to

do that this program or any
other program like that

Thats one of the pieces that make leading franchise

businesses extraordinarily different than just running

corp Its different kind of business But

yeah

By Mr Sirlin Yeah its different

because you have to keep in mind at all times that the

interests of the franchisee is there as well and take

that into account correct

MR MCDONALD Hold on Well its

different is referring to the difference between
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running franchise corporation or running corp

and there is no if you are running corp your

question doesnt make any sense know its

follow-up question but dont think standing alone

dont know that it makes any sense The question is

vague and ambiguous assumes facts lacks foundation

By Mr Sirlin am asking for

clarification about your
comment about its different

from running corp Thats what you were talking

about

was talking about many things

Everything is different from franchise You cannot

direct you have to collaborate because they have

freedom of choice

So is it your understanding that the

MBE franchisees had the option of either converting to

the UPS store or remaining an MBE until the conclusion

of their franchise agreement Is that right

Well think thats exactly what

happened

And what would then happen to those

stores that declined to convert to the UPS store at

the conclusion of the term set forth in their

franchise agreement

MR MCDONALD Hold on --

TRINA ABRELL 615/331-1025

just dont know

By Mr Sirlin Do you know if they

would have had an option to renew as an MBE franchise

dont know

MR MCDONALD Hold on

Lacks foundation Hes just testified

have to look at the documents and you

him any documents And it calls for

conclusion

really dont know mean whatever

was laid out in the documents is what the choices

were

By Mr Sirlin You had no

conversations with anyone from UPS as to whether

franchisees would be given an option to renew their

franchise agreements at the termination of the term of

the agreement

Listen suspect by that time was

pretty much out of that loop you know wasnt you

know wasnt driving strategy much less tactics

How about at the time of the

negotiations leading up to the execution of the Asset

Purchase Agreement were you asking those kinds of
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MR MCDONALD Asking what kinds of

questions

in the MBE

franchise agreement as an MEE franchise

wouldnt ask the question because

there was no discussion of whether they were going to

stay or not stay MBEs at the time of the transaction

Did you assume that they would be

staying MBEs

MR MCDONALD You guys one thing

think is hes saying that at the time of the

transaction there wasnt discussion about this

conversion
program

MR SIRLIN Im not asking about

discussion Im asking about the witness state of

mind at the time of the transaction

By Mr Sirlin Did you assume that

the franchises would be staying as MBE franchises

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous as

to staying as MBE franchises All of these companies

all of these franchisees are still MBE franchises

regardless of their branded name

Well now that legally and technically
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even true right They didnt not all of them did dont know dont know You would

convert
have to look at the document or what was laid out
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is true That is accurate But have to tell you

if you think about what was just sharing with you

my mind was focused on many many many other things

than that And really cant truthfully say it was

wasnt focused on posttransaction decisions

When you think about what it takes to get deal like

that done in week with 35-billion-dollar business

there was enough on my plate

By Mr Sirlin You mentioned that as

part of the proposed American Equities deal you were

going to walk away with something in the neighborhood

of 40 million dollars

No said as part of the Apollo

negotiation

Im sorry
-- we were going to take 13 percent of

the business for management and had we hit all the

bogeys that we were talking about putting in place for

business growth that that was worth something in the

neighborhood of that amount of money to me

How much of MBE did you own at the time

of the sale to UPS

had about 300000 shares of USOP

You have got to remember there was two transactions

prior to that three really So had lot of shares
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that ultimately could paper my
bathroom with

What about in MBE itself

That was MBE US MBE was wholly

owned subsidiary of United States Office Products so

the security that was then traded and exchanged was

the United States Office Products security We were

public company
that we took back private There was

no longer MBE stock is what Im saying

Okay So as part of the UPS deal what

was your piece of that deal

Zip mean so you know when you

want to talk about think ended up with --

actually whatever we had we negotiated

posttransaction had employment agreements in

place for year or two think maximum three was

mine for the team But that was it

And everybody in UPS serves at the

discretion of UPS so they dont have even employment

agreements for them and of course they dont have

them for MBE now

So cant recall what it was but

think subsequently we talked about couple of

tranches de miniinis tranches of stock You can go

back and look at it but it wasnt much It was maybe

couple or 3000 shares or something like that
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You didnt walk away from the UPS deal

with any cash

to any cash

MR MCDONALD Vague
and ambiguous as

didnt get thing from UPS nothing

Nothing Let me think about this No No What

would they have paid me for

By Mr Sirlin So your equity

position was solely with

USOP

-- USOP

Yeah And USOP stock was worth what

they paid for it Remember what said they were

going bankrupt the following Monday would have

been happy camper
had that 300000 shares been worth

something Oh my goodness

So there was really no way given those

circumstances there was no way for you
to convert

your equity position to cash irrespective of the UPS

deal

No No now wait minute You mean

cash on the spot you mean cashing out
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basically would have stayed the same in terms of

salary But with UPS you know it was just almost

perfunctory transfer for me and the team Nobody was

going to -- dont even think you could get into

their structure that way

With Apollo what private equity firm

does is to come in and say Okay we want to buy the

company we want the management team to stay and for

that we are going to give you this percentage of the

business What we were asking for was not untoward in

other opportunities It might have been at the upper

end of it but let me tell you felt like our team

created what was value in that market for the

business for the franchisees We created that USOP

had their own set of problems

Lets take another scenario for just

second and perhaps it will become clear The

transaction with USOP was what it was and when they

came in and bought the business what they did is

negotiated with us what our equity position would be

but it wasnt cash out then It was what the firm

would be going forward

The problem with that deal is that

had no way to impact USOPs performance could only

impact Mail Boxes performance So with an Apollo as
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an example could get again options or stock but

have and my team has way of impacting that

--

performance and would in fact have been rewarded for

it in three or four or five years had we produced what

we said we were going to produce

Ups was different than all of those

because it was almost just straight acquisition

and gosh you know you should be happy to be part

of the UPS system But and the truth was was It

10 may not have been as financially rewarding but Im

11 going to tell you believe that the marketing clout

12 the branding position all the things that were near

13 --
you know you

will have to go back and look at my

14 history to understand this but am big proponent

15 of franchisees for one simple reason There isnt

16 franchisor in existence today that has business

17 without franchisee And so if you are smart you

18 are going to be focused on unit economics

19 And so thats that decision was made

20 for multiple reasons but one of the biggest was

21 because felt it was in the best interest of the

22 network and the system and the brand

23 Do you have view as to how you feel

24 UPS has dealt with the franchisees since the

25 acquisition in terms of in terms of the operation of
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the business and the ability of the franchises to make

money

MR MCDONALD Hold on Its

over-broad and of course after the time he left

It lacks foundation and calls for him to speculate

By Mr Sirlin Well thats what Irs

asking do you
have

Yeah the word you used was feel and

the answer to that is --

MR MCDONALD Do you think is what

it was

Yeah do feel And the answer to

that is thats almost impossible for are to respond

to Ira not there day to day just dont you

know dont know what would make that observation

on

You know of course nobody is going to

do as well as our team did Let me say that

By Mr Sirlin Were there any

discussions with UPS prior to the execution of the

Asset Purchase Agreement
about the potential for

litigation by franchisees as result of the

acquisition

Oh well suspect there was as is

the case with any acquisition liii sure if you go
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through your public offerings the acquisitions

somebody in the due diligent packages are focusing on

litigation and there had to be discussion about

whatever was in place prior to that which is in the

UFOC you know and what possible pending litigation

could take place afterwards

Did you personally have any such

discussions

No The lawyers would have

Did
you

have any cbncerns about

potential litigation by the franchisees as result of

the transaction with UPS

Not as result of the transaction no

Did you have any concerns about

potential litigation by the franchisees as result of

UPSs operation of the franchise system subsequent to

the purchase

MR MCDONALD Did he have that concern

the acquisition

MR SIRLIN Yes

Look let me say
this always have

potential litigation from franchisees

in every system hundred percent of

think its something you need to be
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By Mr Sirlin Did you have specific

concerns --

No No

Did you know that UPS had plan to

open companyowned stores subsequent to the Asset

Purchase Agreement date

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous

Did they have plan at the time of the Asset Purchase

Agreement that they would open stores later Hold on

Lacks foundation assumes facts and the question is

vague and ambiguous and its not being clarified

By Mr Sirlin Im asking you at the

time of the Asset Purchase Agreement if you had any

knowledge of plan on UPSs part to open

companyowned stores

After the transaction would they open

them after the transaction

Yes Did you have knowledge at the

time of the transaction that they had plan to open

stores after the transaction

Company-owned stores

foundation

Yes

MR MCDONALD Assumes facts lacks

Im going to answer the question this
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way Did they Because would find that shocking

By Mr Sirlin Why would it be

shocking

just cant imagine why they would

want to own company-owned stores after the

transaction Dont know why So Im surprised to

hear that if thats the case

MR MCDONALD Well just to be clear

all hes doing is asking questions so hes not

telling you that there was such plan

THE WITNESS Well no he didnt

answer the question so assume that maybe theres

not

But that would be surprise to me

By Mr Sirlin Were there any

conversations at the time of the negotiations and up

to the time of the execution of the Asset Purchase

Agreement about UPS setting maximum prices for the

shipping services that franchises would be able to

charge And that would be conversations with you

personally

No

Did you ever express to anyone from UPS

any reservations about any aspect of the Gold Shield

Program that they were testing and beginning to roll

overbroad
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Well would answer the same way

towards the end of my tenure Im sure no just

dont was not engaged actively at that point

By Mr Sirlin Have you executed

confidentiality agreement
with UPS

Goodness probably
-- dont know

sign them all the time so can only imagine

had noncompete for couple of years
and there nay

have been one associated with that just dont

but even the noncompete only restricted me from going

to talk to Fred Smith at FedEx because refused all

the rest

Did you play any role in any
effort to

convince franchisees to convert to the UPS stores

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous

Well the answer is no anyway No

Actually just dont even remember Im just trying

to think but cant imagine how would have

directly at that time so

By Mr Sirlin Did the MBE

franchisees prior to the Asset Purchase Agreement

contribute money into an advertising fund
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Sure The national media fund and the

advertising fund

Yes

Sure

Do you
have any knowledge as to whether

any of the money in the national media fund was

converted to fund for advertising for UPS

No have no knowledge of anything

like that

by that

Prior to the AssetPurchase Agreement

people in the Mail Boxes Etc

that were responsible for marketing the

You would have to define what you mean

Selling selling franchises

It would have been Peter Holt and his

crew on the development side

Do you recall anyone
that was in his

crew

Oh my goodness Well John Dring

Could you spell that please

D-r-i-n-g Gosh Kurt Kurt --

Schusterman

No no no he was niarketing He was
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Kurt cant young man very good

on the international side Peter Bead

domestic and international development he can tell

you all that

So Peter Holt essentially was the guy

that was in charge of this operation

Yeah yeah

Okay

please

John Dring think was focused mainly

Ulman Kurt Ulman

Thank you Could you spell that

Im not sure think its U-l-m-a-n

just Im not sure Kurt Ulman nice guy nice

young man

By the way Peter Bolt is one of the

top transnationalists in the country just an

incredible talent

Let me show
you

document that we are

going to have marked as next in order and actually

lets mark this one You can hand that one to your

attorney

This one

Yes please Well mark this one and

Ill show it to you This will be exhibit lets
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out towards the end of your
tenure

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous
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Yeah Im just telling you it looks to

ne as if it were the presentation that we made to

various entities trying to buy Mail Boxes Etc

Okay Let me ask you to turn to the

third page of this document which is --

Marked page
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Its marked well theres Bates

dont see any page
--

Yeah theres page numbers right down

on the righthand corner Theres page

above your Bate number Okay

Okay look at page

Okay we are there

Do you see the handwriting on that

Actually cant read all of it and

was going to ask you to read some of it

Actually well see only God can read

it about week later Reviewing Exhibit am

certain thats what this was for This was

presentation this was team presentation management

discussion presentation It was generic As you can

see each discipline leader was doing piece of this
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so and thats the way we did the management

discussions which was very unusual in itself

All right The initial section the

Strategic Overview was presented by you is that

correct

would have done the first few pages

introducing the company that kind of

Let me ask you to turn to page

Okay

which is part of the strategic

see it Yeah

Was MBE the No ranked retail

business services franchise at the time that this was

dont know

MR MCDONALD Looks to me like hes

certain years 96 98

96 98 99 according to this

By Mr Sirlin Urn-hum Was that your

dont even remember can only look

here dont know

All right Im asking you questions
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about your recollection if

Thats why Im saying dont remember

So look at this and see that we are designated as

the Entrepreneur International 99 2000 Same way

down here Looks to ne like its designated as to

years
that applies to

All right So the reason Im asking

you the followup questions is if looking at this

refreshes your recollection then

dont have any specific recollection

to the span of years that we qualified in those

But there were several years that you

recall as you sit here today where MEE was the No

ranked retail business services franchise correct

thought it was more than that

Okay Let me ask you to turn to page

Yes sir

Its entitled Evolution

Gosh would love to have copy of

Can get copy
of this

MR MCDONALD Its yours

THE WITNESS Thanks

MR MCDONALD You can have mine when
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let the court reporter mark it as Exhibit

Strategic Overview marked

Exhibit No

MORGATE ET AL MAIL BOXES ETC ET AL DEPO OF JAMES AMOS JR

take look at

recognize it

Okay

By Mr Sirlin Just take moment and

the document and Ill ask you if you
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management the 18 management discussions was

talking about probably was associated with this

looks like to me

Okay You dont have specific

recollection of this Strategic Overview and what it

was used for
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overview

prepared

talking about

understanding

at whats on

PAGE 126

stamp number

Look right

10

11

12

13

14

15

page

10 Thats mine

11 It is

12 Yeah

13 Okay

14 Thats why said it looks like
my copy

15 of copy Im amazed Can you read that Good for

16 you Usually only God and can read it about day

later17
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25

16 frankly

17

of this document18
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SHEET 33 PAGE 129 PAGE 131

its over
You have got to look at the EBITDA

By Mr Sirlin You can keep it

Great
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25

Not that one but you can keep that

one

Little bit of history

Do you recall the purpose of this page

Yeah just as it says it describes the

evolution of the business and in fact points out

and supports and reiterates what was telling you

about pack and ship being flat in the early years and

the things that we were doing to change it and build

it

Where does it show that Tell nie how

it shows that

Well right on the pack and ship side

it shows you pre-95 pack and ship core business

flattening out mean it just its right there

You can also see it in the revenue and EBITDA numbers

You know its right there And it tells you

underneath each one what the focus was relationship

building what we are doing now what we intend to do

next Its all laid out there

MR SIRLIN All right EBITDA is

E-B-I-T-D-A
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line

All right so --

But it does show you significant

increase in both revenue and EBITDA which is

multiple on which companies buy businesses Thats

what its showing you
All right So the revenue for fiscal

year
2002 was 127.5 million is that

MR MCDONALD This document was done

before 2002 right thats projection

This is showing you whats happening

next Again if you will read the column it will

tell you exactly what its saying See where it says

next this is what we are going to do that is our

projection of revenue and EBITDA Okay

By Mr Sirlin Okay And the Now

column is fiscal year 2000

Correct

Is that when this document was

prepared in 2000

dont know dont remember can

only assume it was It had to be it was fairly

relevant bet there were number of iterations of

this dont know just dont remember
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PAGE 132

Okay Do you know what the basis was

for the projections stiown in fiscal year
2002 for

revenue and EBITDA

Its showing you right there what the

basis was there What you have to do is go through

every discipline and ask each person what the tactical

elements of those were

Okay Im asking about the numbers

the 127.5 as revenue projected for 2002

No and Im saying to you how what

do you mean what the basis for it is

How were those numbers calculated

just told you you would have to go

ask the discipline leader or look at their documents

and see what portion of that was related to each

discipline dont know cant tell you where

that came from

Thats fair If you dont know its

fair for you to say you dont know

do know where you can find it which

you might find helpful

Turn to the next page
and Im going to

ask you to attempt to read the handwritten note

Okay

It looks like it starts with
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PAGE 130

Earnings before interest and taxes

depreciation and amortization

By Mr Sirlin Thank you

Cash flow

All right so lets look at EBITDA and

the line on this chart that reflects EBITDA for the

fiscal years listed here

Yeah

What does that show

10 What do you mean what does it show

11 dont understand it What does it

12 mean

13 MR MCDONALD What does what mean

14 What does the word EBITDA mean

15 By Mr Sirlin No what does --

16 Thats cash flow Its unlevered free

17 cash flow and it shows you its growing

18 Its growing okay

19 Sure

20 So from fiscal year 2000 it grew from

21 80 million dollars to 127 million dollars is that

22 correct 127.5 million

23 No no no no no From fiscal year

24 2000 --
you are looking at revenue line

25 Revenue okay
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Down at the bottom there it talks

about MBEs closure and turnover rates are below

industry averages

Yes

Industry average
refer to which

industry Are we talking about generally franchises

or the business service

Once again you
need to remember in

the franchising business regardless of the product or

service we are talking about franchise industry

This is franchising across the board all kinds of

products and services and there are 83 industries

that make up
-- that franchise that franchise

And the term turnover turnover

rates

Urn-hum uh-hum

what is that

That generally applies to the what
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PAGE 136

would we call some people
would call it churn As

as concepts grow
and mature there are people then

that begin to retire to leave the system to close

down to fail in the business but there is certain

percentage
of the business that would turn every year

As an example when we sold the

company we were doing we were opening center

somewhere in the world about every 18 hours Every

year we dia -- think in 99 or -8 we did about 350

new centers but we did 700 transactions because half

of them were people leaving center and selling that

center to someone new coming into the business

All right So the turnover refers to

the sale of franchises

Well of existing of existing centers

yes Yeah

All right And the point here of MEE

having lower closure and turnover rate is to show

the stability of the network is that correct

The point is to show very remarkable

thing at the time and that was that the turnover was

less than businesses that were far smaller We had

thousands of locations so that was pretty

remarkable accomplishment

And is this somehow reflection of the

136
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SHEET 34 PAGE 133

convergence

PAGE 135

and EBITDA numbers reflected on this page are

incorrect

No but -- no can only assume they

came historical came right out of historical

Let me ask you to turn to page
of the

presentation

Yeah

Yes

Okay Can you read the next line under

that ultimate --

Are you making fun of me

No This is way better than my

handwriting

All right just thought Id ask It

says here Ultimate click and mortar company that

10 leverages technology in the Internet with key industry 10

11 growth trends to support it 11

12 MR MCDONALD Slow down 12

13 MR SIRLIN Were you able to get that 13

14 COURT REPORTER Yes 14

15 THE WITNESS Shes better than you
15

16 give her credit for 16

17 MR SIRLIN Thats impressive 17

18 THE WITNESS Jul telling you 18

19 And then underneath that if you want 19

20 it all
20

21 By Mr Sirlin Please 21

22 Customers want convenience of the 22

23 Internet with -- why do remember this -- 23

24 credibility guarantees support systems Goodness 24

25 50110 marketing the big issue at the time was small 25
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34
office home office marketing growth

Need for full

circle of fulfillment Desire of corporate accounts

to support road warriors efficiently That was again

the whole SOHO piece MBE is perfect for todays

business services Everything was focused on to

markets things like that

What is click and mortar company What

does that mean

Well smile because gosh you
have

10 just got to remember we were just south of Silicon

11 Valley out there and it may be hard to forget all the

12 euphoria
that was running around with all these

13 19-year-olds with billion-dollar businesses

14 And Ferraris

15 Well no kidding you know mean

16 that was the environment But the point is that was

17 part of the euphoria that was going on

18 Click and mortar was the Internet the

19 Webs view of old business meaning any business that

20 had brick and mortar on the ground but now had an

21 Internet capacity was now click and mortar business

22 Never heard that expression

23 Pretty cool huh Click and mortar

24 Now let me ask you to go back to page

25 Do you
have any reason to believe that the revenue
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PAGE 139
SHEET 35 PAGE 137

stability of the franchises within the MBE system Okay That was as of -- strike that

MR MCDONALD Excuse me stability of The numbers reflected on page
--

the franchises is vague
-- Urnhum

By Mr Sirlin Financial stability
-- were current as of on or about the

MR MCDONALD Same objection still year 2000 correct

vague and ambiguous
Again just go back and ask Mahasty

Well one would have to interpret that She will tell you She gave the input on the numbers

that way
And who was that

By Mr Sirlin Okay Mahasty she is the chief financial

10 The logical interpretation would be 10 officer shes not CFO shes the -- shes been at

11 that Whether it is in fact accurate or not you 11 the company forever

12 know cant say but that would be the logical 12 MR MCDONALD Her name is cn page

13 interpretation
13 Mahasty Seradj S-e-r-a-d-j class

14 All right Lets go to page
14 lady whose whose name should impute to you integrity

15 yeah 15 She wouldnt give
false number to somebody on the

16 Theres one the upper left-hand 16 risk of death She is great lady Best have ever

17 handwritten note would you please read that one 17 worked with She is terrific

18 This may be problem
18 By Mr Sirlin All right Lets turn

19 see the word or capital something 19 to page 10

20 capital
20 Yep

21 MR MCDONALD Vested capital 21 Opportunity its titled

22 You better let me -- oh yeah sure 22 Write that down and send it to her

23 this is oh goodness this is only the financial 23 will you She deserves that

24 people would be interested in this This is high 24 Page 10

25 return on vested capital thats what the first one 25 The first statement is MBE is solid
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PAGE 138

is And well high cash flow Im saying free

Remember used the term unlevered free cash flow

Acquirers are very interested in that Thats the

reason they would be interested in franchising at all

High growth These are things the financial community

would be interested in

By Mr Sirlin So the handwritten

note thats numbered says high free cash flow
--

Yes

10 -- high growth 10

11 Yes 11

12 Thank you 12

13 Look at this mean you
asked me 13

14 about the numbers earlier Gosh Im getting 14

15 impressed reading this We tripled look at that we 15

16 tripled the CAGR from 91 to 97 Thats astounding 16

17 Thats compounded annual growth rate tripling in this 17

18 business in those years And look at that look at 18

19 the revenue It doubled And EBITDA my goodness 19

20 that is almost 20-percent growth 20

21 So you
ask yourself why would 21

22 companies be interested in this or take company
22

23 like UPS right here right here alone would be enough 23

24 for them to want to buy the company because its all 24

25 cash-based 25

PAGE 140

business model You believed that to be true in the

year 2000

did excuse me excuse rue excuse

me Business format franchising is solid business

model Mail Boxes and their product and service

offering and think this is an important

distinction such as pack and ship and other things

is different part of -- its not the model by

itself

Again look at the business have

been in lot of franchise companies The business

format franchising is the operating model Thats the

operating model The product or service works within

that operating model

All right But specifically with

respect to the products and services and the manner of

conducting business for MBE as of 2000 --

Um-hurn

was solid business model in your

opinion

Since
you are directing me to page 10

let me just look at the first line here It says the

Average samestore sales growth of over 10 percent per

year since 96 Do you have any idea you probably

dont so let me just help you Do you
have any idea
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SHEET 36 PAGE 141

what the forget franchising but the average retail

location would do to have those kinds of numbers Do

you
know what they get Do you

know what they are

happy with

to percent
--

Yes sir

according to one of your other

documents

Pt Yes sir Yes sir Im telling you

that is its not only remarkable it may be without

precedent to go that long with that kind of growth

rate annually

All right So it is in fact fair to

say
that MBE was in your mind solid business model

in the year
2000

MR MCDONALD Hold on When you say

MBE he has made distinction now so MBE in that

context is vague and ambiguous

Mail Boxes Etc.s product offerings and

services operating as business format franchise is

solid model It sure still impresses the heck out of

me when read these numbers

By Mr Sirlin Was it also was your

view the same in 2002

Well have no idea why it would
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PAGE 142

change Category down strategic initiative

financial performance brand locations look at all

the pieces

Lets look at the next page

Sure

Are these reasons why you believed MBE

to be solid business model in the year 2000

Base business corporate accounts

strategic initiatives international expansion sure

those would all be contributors

Were those factors also true in the

year 2002

This

Im sure it is Goodness

Let me ask you to turn to page 20

this is not part of your part of the presentation

Urn-hum

So you know Im just going to ask

you at the bottom of this page there is column

entitled Net Operating Profit

Illustrative Center Economics Okay

First of all do you have an
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PAGE 143

understanding of what this page
illustrates

can read it It shows -- mean

can see what it is It shows gross sales STR gross

margin variable expenses

Right And the last column Net

Operating Profit is --

Yes

-- is what

What it says it appears to be net

operating profit It looks like its pre-tax

number however to me In fact it says that here

average franchise pretax profit dontknow but

thats what it appears to be

And so does this page

with STRs of $290000 had an average

operating profit in the year 2000

MR MCDONALD Where are you seeing

$290 000

THE WITNESS Its down under the Net

Operating Profit under the third column -- fourth

column

PAGE 144

MR SIRLIN Down in the lower

By Mr Sirlin Is that what thats

143
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Hold on minute Im trying to parse

through the numbers here

MR MCDONALD Could have the

question back

By Mr Sirlin can rephrase the

question What are the two numbers in the lower

right-hand corner the $290000 and 29 percent what

do they represent

MR MCDONALD Well first of all Im

just pointing out this is all an illustration so

It is illustrative and it says thats

what it is So dont know whether its based on

historicals which assume it is some kind of market

average

But think think the only way can

answer your question is to read the page and think

what its telling you if you look at each one you

are looking at gross
sales and then STE which is

subject to royalty And then thats broken down based

on gross margin the variable expenses based on

different thresholds 415000 of gross sales up to

1270000 And then its broken down as percentage

which are fixed costs or your operating costs Its

kind of it looks like kind of general PL

income statement or something as opposed to or

144
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show that store

of 29 percent net

right-hand corner

showing
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They would all be contributors

is great Its great looking at this again

Thanks for the opportunity to do that

My pleasure
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balance sheet
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PAGE 147

Define that

By Mr Sirlin So as to these It was the new store rendering

illustrative examples
So in essence its the plan for the

Yeah its showing
-- future

its showing for example store No its just its not plan for

with an STR of $500000 was generating $120000 in net the future That is the new footprint plan for

operating profit which represents 24 percent of what the future if you are talking about strategic plan
--

either gross
sales or STR Part of the plan

--

Well it is 24 percent of the the MR MCDONALD Do you mean design for

10 operating well its showing you down here guess 10 the inside of the store

11 in general they are trying to say roughly that you 11 Its design plan Its not plan

12 are getting roughly an 80 percent return on 50 percent 12 for the future Its just that iteration -- how many

13 cash investment And if you average these out thats 13 times as an example has McDonalds put new

14 what that shows 14 footprint inside their business

15 Im sorry does that say 80 percent 15 By Mr Sirlin Okay its design

16 return on 50000
16 for something thats going to happen in the future for

17 Yes 17 MBE stores correct

18 -- or 50 percent 18 Well it is what assume what was

19 50000 19 happening then and was going to roll out concurrently

20 50000 20 yeah

21 Thats 50 21 MR MCDONALD Can just say Im not

22 Right okay 22 sure you two are communicating may well be wrong

23 So thats you know -- but again 23 but it sounds like you are thinking of some sort of

24 think good point was made this is illustrative 24 concept and thought you were saying that MBE 2000

25 dont know what it represents other than it is an 25 is more of physical design
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PAGE 148

THE WITNESS Im saying thats what it

is and was hearing from him thought he meant

something wider as plan some kind of plan

By Mr Sirlin Its part of

No its not Look look No no

Okay let me let me say this Its part of an

overall --
you asked me about all the changes we are

making mission vision values look feel

relationship building all kinds of things Yes its

part of that But thats all

Thats all Im asking Thank you

Yeah okay

Thats exactly what was asking

Yeah

PAGE 146

illustration of those percentages
and numbers And

you can see on the right its showing you all the

components that make that up
Let me ask you to turn to page

30

Look at the section starting on page 30 31 32 What

do these sheets illustrate

Looks like MBE 2000

And that was -- what was MBE 2000

As said earlier it was the new

10 rendering for the new footprint that Jay Scalise and

11 his crew developed

12 Okay Lets go to page 37

13 specifically MBE Project 2000

14 Um-hum

15 So this is essentially the plan for the

16 future future growth et cetera

17 MR MCDONALD The plan is vague and

18 ambiguous assumes facts

19 By Mr Sirlin plan for the MBE

20 network Is that what this represents

21 Looks to me like it represents the

22 roll-out of MBE 2000

23 And again MBE 2000 --

24 -- was footprint

25 What do you mean by footprint
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count Okay

Okay Lets turn to page 55

Why not Whoops must be able to

What is the point of this page

Its demographic rendering of

certain element of consumer base that is often

referred to as service seeker

Okay But the middle bullet point is

convenience minded willing to trade money for time

Right

What does willing to trade money
for
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SHEET 38 PAGE 149

time mean

It means they are time-starved and

they are willing to pay to be able to do things

quicker

And was --

Just like us just think how happy

well be if we get out of here three hours early

MR MCDONALD Thats come and gone

THE WITNESS No Well you may be

right

By Mr Sirlin Page 60

Urn-hum Okay

What does this show

This looks like breakdown of the

spent This must have been Kurt

The second line

The Brand Film

some kind of piece of film we

the marketing side

indicating

MR MCDONALD Estimate maybe

Oh yeah

By Mr Sirlin Thats what was

going to ask What does that mean

Listen assume thats what it is is

an estimate but Im not sure There may have been an

internal accounting designator for that that just

dont remember just dont know Its probably an

estimate

All right Does 28 million dollars for

national media sound about right to you

As you recall earlier said it was

of 25 to 75 million whether or not you look at

fully loaded piece And so that sounds about

as baseline for me

Where are we at

Page 75

Okay

Im sorry page 76

Okay Okay

Multiple Carrier Advantages is the

title of this page Do you recall having the view

25 that being multiple carrier had an advantage

150

Yeah

What was what was first of all

what does multiple carrier mean

It means you are offering menu of

alternatives inside the center

What was the advantage or what were

the advantages

ambiguous

MR MCDONALD To whom Vague and

Well the advantages were that the

consumer could choose DHL or FedEx or UPS or whoever

else was in there post office whatever

By Mr Sirlin Would that have been

advantageous to franchisees

think that the purpose
of this was

that it was advantageous to the buyer and that at the

time it made great deal of sense to to to

emphasize the fact that we had menu of opportunities

to offer the consumer Again just looking back to

the purpose
for this document

Page 102 please

Just as point of reference on page

100 it appears that this section of the presentation

was done by Mahasty
--
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Mahasty Seradj

Yes who you spoke of earlier

Do
you

have any reason to believe that

the numbers shown on page
102 were incorrect

Not if Mahasty did it Nope This is

lady that used to go through now as public

company we would go through often 11 audits year

Yes it is

Let me ask you to go to page 107

If could get her out of San Diego

Id hire her now

MR MCDONALD Wait for question

THE WITNESS Well was just

observing

By Mr Sirlin The righthand column

on the chart here

Yes

-- what does that show

Well this is proforma revenue
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Schusterman
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dont know Must be

had or something on

ask you
to look at

the National

All right Let me

Media line item --

Um-hum

for fiscal year
OlE

What

Uin-hum
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PAGE 150

FYO1E Its in this column right here

PAGE 152

Yeah
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it as

right

and she never

not dollar

that is She

you
--
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had an adjustment one time for the IRS

Do you have any idea how remarkable

was something She is something

Thats pretty impressive Let me ask
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SHEET 39 PAGE 153
PAGE 155

statement so thats what it is discussion off the record was had

Is it projection for revenue for MBE By Mr Sirlin Lets go back on the

for fiscal year
2002

10

It looks to me like that that is

exactly what it is but remember what it states its

proforma so

Okay My next question is as you sit

here today do you
have any

information about the

basis for the calculation of 127.5 million

No mean cant parse
that apart

today

MR MCDONALD Im sorry what page was

that

record

Its entitled

Findings
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Yes sir

want to show you another document

Pricing Pilot Customer Research Top Line

THE WITNESS

MR SIRLIN

THE WITNESS

That was 107

107

You have got
different

page

-- dont

different

it out of

0050438
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Yep

And ask you if you recognize it

dont remember this at all really

Ith not sure ever saw it before

Thank you Its going to show you

another document entitled Gold Shield Test

Uin-humn

And ask you if you
have ever seen this

document before

dont think so

Thank you

Oh well look at the date

Im going to show you
another document

entitled UPS Suggested Retail Rate Test Market and

National Roll Out Plan ask you if you
have ever

seen this document

dont remember this either July

2nd 2002 Again nay have these may have come
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MR SIRLIN Really

THE WITNESS Yeah dont know what

know how that happened but thats

Its got to be the same Somebody has got

sequence
thats all

MR SIRLIN Well is that MBEM

MR MCDONALD No
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PAGE 154

copy

two page
100s

Yes
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THE WITNESS This is 436 You have

got an updated
edition there

MR MCDONALD Well you know what

this document is not really accurate It goes from

page lii to 112 and starts over with 100

MR SIRLIN Okay that may be your

THE WITNESS dont know

MR MCDONALD Yeah Well there are

in this one document and

THE WITNESS There it is right there

MR MCDONALD The two page 101s are

different So would ask are you sure

MR SIRLIN Well what you are showing

on 101 is historical company revenue What we were

looking at was different page
and different

dont remember what page
--

THE WITNESS No theres different

set have the same set its different Go back

go back bit You are going to find another list of

100s
MR SIRLIN Lets go off the record

We dont need to do this on the record

THE WITNESS Its the same thing its

25 the same thing its just
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across my desk just dont remember Again if you

look at this within 90 60 or 90 days was actually

gone completely so -- suspect that others were

actually putting me out of the loop at the same time

Now this one have seen for sure

This is Consumer Attitude and Usage Study you talked

about earlier

Yep

MR MCDONALD Thanks lot

You know there was more complete or

condensed version of this somewhere seems to me

This is all of it This is good would like copy

of this too

By Mr Sirlin Do you recognize the

do

What is it

Its Consumer Attitude and Usage

To your knowledge what was the source

of the information in the study

Oh my goodness dont remember who

did it We would have contracted for this with

somebody Ask Kurt Hell tell you
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It was based on market research

It has to be yeah just dont

remember

But you dont know

dont

As you are sitting here today you

dont have recollection of how the information

thats contained in this study
--

No
-- was compiled or -- and did you

have

any direct involvement in either compiling
--

No

-- the raw data

No

or interpreting the raw data

No No

What was this document used for

Well attitude and usage studies are

done all the time in business to do just that to give

you some insight into the consumers attitude about

the market and how its being received and its just

you know its just something thats done You

contract with various people which is why said

wasnt sure who did this or who we contracted with or

even if we did it in-house because you
will do that
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from time to time

But just looking at this it looks like

it was done in conjunction with perhaps some outside

research donor or somebody could have done this

MR MCDONALD How about NFO World

Group is that an outside company

THE WITNESS Where is that

MR MCDONALD Indicating

Oh well it tells you right there NFO

World Group

By Mr Sirlin Okay As you are

sitting here today you
have no independent

recollection of how the data was gathered

No

How the data was compiled

No

How the data was interpreted

Well no No

here today

Okay And what about as to how the

document was used was it compiled to show to certain

specific entities or people

Normally normally an attitude and
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usage study is done for internal use only and its

for you to then make better strategic and tactical

business decisions about really every element of your

business but certainly one it would impact would be

marketing But you know you can translate things

like this into store design and other things so

Did MBE conduct attitude and usage

studies on regular basis

As mentioned to you earlier pre our

administration there was never anything like that

done including never strategic plan and we did

them every year and annual operating plans every

year That was never done

And so after you took over at MBE --

Dinhum we began the process
of doing

these types of things

Were consumer attitude and usage

studies done for example on yearly basis

doubt that But you have to go look

Its you know we began to institute these pieces as

we had -- listen cant begin to tell you Let me

just suggest that we are talking about company
when

we came in that was approaching probably 703 million

800 million dollars close to billion dont

remember exactly because we had billion-six when we
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left Go back and look at the numbers But there was

no operating manual in this business asked for the

operating manual and the answer was by the then

existing guy
that was there was Well the guy

that

ran operations left took it when he left

We had to create it all We had to

create the training modules the programs the

operating manuals everything And this was as late

as mid1995 they didnt exist prior to that

So when we are talking about these

types of things we began to institute them dont

know whether we did one or two or three in that period

of time but they are out there They are out there

for you to look at We were trying to get better

information to make better decisions

Im going to show you document

entitled UPS and Mail Boxes Etc Retail Channel

Strategy Industry Assessment Market Overview dated

October 2001

Yeah

document

ask you if you recognize the

Im sure have seen this before

As you are sitting here today do you

have an independent recollection of having seen it in
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the past

Not really Im just looking at the

data and know must have

Next am showing you document

entitled Strategic Marketing

Yeah

Have you ever seen this document

before

Well theres no was there cover

page to this beyond the --

There probably was dont have it

Okay Well let me just look then

because most of the time got past the cover page

but once in while -- Okay

MR MCDONALD You know on page

its got some dates that might be helpful It says

Field Dates August 13 to September 24 2002

THE WITNESS Yeah but this yeah

hold on second

Oh this is CR5 Again here is the

thirdparty vendor was CRS Creative Research

Services This document believe without getting

into it very deeply was we did this in order to to

try to understand the franchisee community better and

what we could do to help the franchisee community
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Lets see what it says here

Objectives primary purpose of research better

understand franchisee community and identify the

predictors of success for the franchisee network

Bingo

By Mr Sirlin Okay Given the

dates did you have direct involvement in compiling

the data in this document

Well this is August 13 through

September 24th 2002 and was gone in October 2002

so probably not no

And as you are sitting here today do

you have any independent recollection of this

document

No No This is good though like

that stuff

THE WITNESS You are going to give me

the Strategic Overview right

MR MCDONALD did

By Mr Sirlin Im going to jump

around little bit now so

Um-hum

As of the time of the execution of the

Asset Purchase Agreement do you
recall how much MBE
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had invested in Iship

ME SIRLIN Capital small s-h-i-p

Well think think our total

investment upfront was about million dollars And

beyond that dont you know you would have to

look and see what we were doing on daily basis

By Mr Sirlin Was it less than 10

million

Oh sure

Fo somewhere between and 10

cant say
that Well if its less

than 10 and more than guess thats true but

dont know what the exact amount is

Im going to ask you couple of

about the Asset Purchase Agreement

Oh my goodness

-- so it might be

PAGE 1b4

2.15

On page 15

best to have it

turn to page
15

read that to yourself

Yes

There is no No on page 15

Im sorry its page
15 of Exhibit
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Okay mean Im going to tell you

for sure before we begin this that did not read this

document

Im just going to ask you there is

reference let me just read it to you

All right

Establishment of deal bonus program
and

deal bonus payment made by MBE to Thomas Herskowitz in

the amount of $182150 and deal bonus payment made by

parent to James Amos in the amount of $455375

What is that what is that about

think that came from USOP Im sure

it did not not UPS What happened was and again

you will have to go back and ask them dont

remember exactly but it seems to me that USOP once

we got re-back or reengaged with UPS came down and

asked that that if the if the -- boy just dont

remember think if the deal would close if we

could if we could get the process done in certain

period of time there would be bonus for us And

you will have to look at the documents for what that

period of time was dont remember But that was

USOP bonus rendering for timeliness of execution of
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questions

front of you

for second

Let me ask you to

Okay All right

Item No Just

in
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the deal And it was offered maybe two or three

weeks at best before closure of the deal something

like that

And Im sure Im not sure but my

intuition or my guess would be it was designed to see

be done before USOP publicly filed

That was desire they probably would

So did you beat the quote unquote

Yes we did

And was the bonus paid

Im certain it was

It was paid to you

Yes

-- the 455

Yes and to Tom yes

And it was paid by USOP

Now again it was offered by their so

it had to be paid for their from their out of their

portion of the deal So you would have to look at the

flow of that so dont remember exactly

Lets go off the record for second

PAGE 166

Yeah

discussion off the record was had
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MR MCDONALD Okay off the record we

were talking about Mr Airess memory about whether he

actually received bonus of about $450000 from USOP

at the time of the Asset Purchase Agreement

And in light of the discussion off the

record Mr Amos did you want to add little bit to

what your memory is on that

No well all said is that thought

that that bonus paid by USOP was half that number

Thats all said And then it was pointed out to me

that maybe it was because of the impact of taxes So

thats the reason for my recollection of the number

being twice what thought got Apparently it was

posttax number that was recalling Thats

think thats the only clarification thats necessary

there

fund --

By Mr Sirlin Thank you

Yes sir

With respect to the national media

-- are you familiar with the

Advertising Advisory Council

Absolutely

What was the Advertising Advisory
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Council within the MBE organization

It was one of the nine standing

committees that we put in place for franchisees and

participation by by MBE representatives to in the

case of that committee like PACE was finance

Advertising Advisory Council was for marketing and

advertising

The Advertising Advisory Council was

made up of both franchisees and MBE

110 It was made up
of franchisees

elected as FAC was or the Franchise Advisory Council

from the greater field of franchises But we always

had membership there from Mail Boxes In this case

it would always be Don Higginson who was the

interface He was vicepresident of franchise

relationships and he would be on each one of these

committees and be our interface or representative with

their

And then when they came to town they

generally met with all of us including me at various

times They would meet with the discipline heads and

would meet with them as well

Was the national media fund to your

knowledge subject to the oversight of the Advertising

Advisory Council

ambiguous
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MCDONALD Oversight is vague
and

My answer would be yes they would be

aware of all of the collections It was spends

audited that was all audited so everybody had an

opportunity to see that and where the spending was

done

By Mr Sirlin Probably better way

to ask that question is what was the relationship

between the Advertising Advisory Council and the

national media fund

What was the relationship

Yes Nods head affirmatively

Well think oversight would be

perhaps the right word

And what did that include

Oh my goodness Each of these

committees had bylaws so think it would be good

idea to just pull the bylaws out and it will tell you

The Advertising Advisory Council

sometimes referred to as the AAC did they have to

review and approve the manner in which money was spent

on national advertising

think they were offered the

opportunity to review and approve not only spends but
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they even were offered the when we would do an RFP the record for second Could we take break for

to select an advertising agency they sat in and voted about five minutes

on it with the corporation which think is again brief recess was had

quite rare dont think any other companies would By Mr Sirlin Mr Amos you have

allow their franchisees to select the advertising authored book on franchising is that correct

agency
Yes sir

In order for money to be spent on And the title of the book is The

national advertising prior to the Asset Purchase Complete Idiots Guide to Franchising

Agreement did the AAC have to approve it Right

10 dont dont really dont -- 10 Now did you actually author did you

11 look at the documents youll find out just dont 11 write the contents of this book

12 remember 12 did Its my third book

13 You dont recall 13 Was there co-author

14 Yeah 14 No no co-author had an editor

15 Did MBE extend loans to any
15 obviously

16 franchisees 16 What are the other two books that you

17 MR MCDONALD Vague as to time 17 wrote

18 Loans for what 18 The Memorial was my first book about

19 By Mr Sirlin For anything 19 my experiences in Vietnam and then Focus or Failure

20 Oh goodness think we had we 20 America at the Crossroads both of which are in their

21 offered financing if that would be loan to some 21 second or third printings

22 franchisees for unit build-outs or specs or area 22 COURT REPORTER Repeat the title

23 acquisitions and things like that if they proved 23 again please

24 themselves within the market 24

25 At the time of the execution of the 25
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THE WITNESS The second one

COURT REPORTER Yes
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Asset Purchase Agreement did any franchisee have any

indebtedness to MBE
dont know with specificity but

would think there were some yes

To your knowledge has MBE or UPS ever

forgiven any debt owed to MBE by any franchisee

MR MCDONALD Could have that back

THE WITNESS What

MR MCDONALD want that to be

repeated

Pending question was read back by the

court reporter

MR MCDONALD No foundation assumes

facts

Well the answer is dont dont

know whether we have or not but would doubt it

By Mr Sirlin Do you have any

knowledge as to whether any franchisee was offered any

consideration in any form including forgiveness of

outstanding debt for assisting in the effort to

convert MBE franchises to the UPS store franchises

have zero knowledge of that

Okay

That doesnt even make sense to me

MR SIRLIN All right lets go off
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PAGE 172

THE WITNESS Focus or Failure America

at the Crossroads

By Mr Sirlin And the information

you put into the book is accurate to your knowledge

MR MCDONALD We are talking about the

franchising book just to be clear

MR SIRLIN Yes yes

Well it is reflection of my 30 years

in franchising so thats my experience

MR MCDONALD Yeah also will just

object It assumes in way that every statement in

there can be either accurate or inaccurate as opposed

to you know his opinion but and theres lot of

statements so its overbroad But he has given you

an answer

MR SIRLIN Im sorry

MR MCDONALD Im finished

By Mr Sirlin To your knowledge is

there anything in your book that you understand to be

inaccurate as you sit here today

dont think would have written

anything that viewed as untruthful

Well or that has changed is there

anything that

There may be laws or regulations or
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rules that change from time to time certainly But rather than perhaps fate determining that result

dont --
you know circumstances in situations change By Mr Sirlin And in making that

and what applies in one place may not apply in decision is an important factor to the franchisee the

another But you know just wrote what was specific business philosophy or model of the franchise

reflective of my own experience in the marketplace that they are looking at

All right want to ask you lust MR MCDONALD Calls for speculation

few general questions about few of the things that lacks foundation its overbroad

are in your book Well just look-- you need to what

Sure ujn-hujn you should do again is interview franchisees and ask

10 In Part of your book you
have them They will tell you

11 section entitled Your Franchise is Like Family By Mr Sirlin lie asking you for

12 Urn-hum your
view on this

13 And you
make the statement in this

14 section What makes franchise system different from

15 family is that the offspring the franchisee gets

16 to choose its parents What does that mean

17 It means you can choose which franchise

18 you choose to participate in

19 And in the why is that important to

20 franchisee

21 Well to me you would have to ask the

22 franchisee What said is what makes it different is

23 that unlike being born into family you can choose

24 the family you go into

25 And in your mind is that an advantage
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But gave you my view right there

sir mean thats what said viewed it as an

advantage to be able to make that choice yourself

And is part of that advantage part of

that assessment process looking at the differences in

the basic business philosophy or the business model of

the different franchises

It says that there

Okay

If you read the whole book it will

tell you do your
due diligence look at dont get

into business that you
dont have an affinity for

Theres 83 industries out there Pick one that you
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to franchisee

No said it makes it different It

may be an advantage to some Others may think its

not an advantage

Im asking you different question

As you sit here today do you believe the ability to

choose the franchise with which you would be involved

is advantageous to franchisee

MR MCDONALD Hold on please Let me

just let me make an objection You are asking him

does the ability to choose which franchisor out of

all the different franchisors of all the different

kinds of products or services they offer is the

ability to choose is that an advantage to the

franchisee

MR SIRLIN Yes in the context of the

statement he made in his book

You know Will Rogers used to say the

way to succeed is to choose your parents wisely And

you know would liken your question to the same

thing suppose it depends on how great your parent

is whether you think you have made the right decision

or whether you have been born into the right house

So to me having the ability to choose

ahead of time which house you go into is an advantage
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like not one that you dont like

Okay Let rae follow up on that

thought On page 151 under the section entitled

Following the Rules you state The catch though

is that specific system must be followed well

let me give you some context

Lets go back to The franchisor has

spent countless hours and much energy creating the

products or services offered by their brand They

became franchisors because they offer something

special but also something that can be replicated at

any outlet The catch though is that specific

system must be followed to do so and thats the

system that franchisees buy Deviating from it

weakens the brand When this happens often enough

consumers will be confused

All right so you make reference to the

system that franchisee buys What is the system

that you are referring to there Define that for me

The business format franchise that has

various products and services and offerings but you

do business as business format franchise Thats

what meant earlier Their operating model is

business format franchising We are talking about the

whole industry here
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franchisee it would be helpful to

note does not own the operating system The

franchisor does They buy the right to use that

operating system to gain return on investment

Thats the relationship

And the operating system is the method

the methods used to conduct that business

And that model is business format

franchising

Is that term of art business model

franchising

It is You have licensing

franchising direct franchising trade name

franchising and business format franchising And the

distinction is and that is also all in the book

under the Federal Trade Commission rules within six

months of the first meaningful meeting with possible

franchisee if you offer them the trademark logo

service mark for consideration of $600 or more and

transfer an operating entity to them you are

franchise Any two of those you are probably

licensed or business opportunity But once all

three kick in you are business format franchise

THE WITNESS can go faster if it

25 helps
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By Mr Sirlin Do you consider the

business model of the MEE franchises to be the same as

the business model of the UPS store franchises

MR MCDONALD No foundation calls for

speculation

consider the business model the

operating entity of all franchises to be the same if

they are incorporated in business format franchising

Their offering to the consumer may be different

service product or service of product

By Mr Sirlin Im talking about the

latter think we are talking about --

service is product Well would

have to ask you what has changed but the name

Okay Is it your view that the level

of customer service is consistent under the UPS store

model as it was under the MBE store model

Well Im not there And certainly

had oversight and overview of training operations the

results of those things And think it would be not

only unfair but speculative on my part to suggest

that its better indifferent or less

Okay What about with respect to the

multicarrier platform thats changed certainly

PAGE 179

there

MR MCDONALD What is the question

Right of course its changed

By Mr Sirlin In that respect the

models are different correct

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous as

to model

Well the offerings are different but

not the model not the driver The economic engine is

still business format franchising

By Mr Sirlin All right

The offerings to the consumr the

product or service is configured bit differently

All right So the term that you use is

offering in other words the system the set of goods

and services

The product or services the product or

offered to the consumers

Urn-hum

Okay That set of goods and services

offered to the consumer

Urn-hum

is part of what establishes the

identity of the brand and the value of the brand

PAGE 180

correct
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MR MCDONALD Identity of the brand

and value of the brand are vague and ambiguous calls

for opinion testimony

You are driving at something here that

is little confusing to me because here look if you

were to look at MBE when it was created there was no

offering in it but postal service box So what was

the brand then or its identity What was its

operating entity Its operating entity was business

format franchising but its offering or service was

purely one-legged In every
business thats out there

-- listen if Im in the buggy whip business and cars

are created am not only an idiot but broke if am

determined to stay in the buggy whip business

better get into something where my consumer base is

wider

And if you will look at the progress of

all these businesses just not Mail Boxes you will

see that the product and service offerings change from

time to time

22 So as understand your question is

23 there difference in the offering posttransaction as

24 to pretransaction the answer to that of course is

25 yes because while its still multicarrier if they
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choose to do it its not quite the same as it was

before But whether thats good or bad would have to

be determined about the customers that come through

the door and the stickiness of those consumers And

you do that all the time as you transition the

products and services line extensions and expansions

that you put on top of business

By Mr Sirlin Right ultimately the

proof is in the bottom line correct

MR MCDONALD Vague and ambiguous 10

The proof of what is in the bottom line 11

By Mr Sirlin The proof of the 12

success or the viability of the approach is in the 13

bottom line whether the franchises and the franchisor 14

is making money
15

16
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gag over there or something Goodness gracious Im

killing this guy

So anyway you know just just

have just have thats my view of these things

By Mr Sirlin Do you
have an

understanding as you
sit here today as to whether

franchisees that are operating the UPS stores under

the pricing guidelines provided by UPS are as

profitable as they were as MBE centers

Well dont know how would

understand that dont know on what basis would

have to respond

That would be my question after the

next one if you said yes

Oh

In Section or Part of your book

Should You Renew Your Franchise Agreement

Right

you state Your decision to renew

your
franchise agreement

is entirely your own well

perhaps your family will have some input but it isnt

decision that should surprise you

If franchisee has the right to renew

its franchise under its franchise agreement
is it

appropriate for the franchisor to revoke that right
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MR MCDONALD Appropriate
is vague and

ambiguous It calls for legal conclusion Its

opinion testimony from recipient witness The

question is vague
and ambiguous also

By Mr Sirlin Im asking you based

on your experiences in the franchise business your

experience as the chairman of the IFA as the author

of one or more books on franchising

There are some people that would

ascribe expert oh the subject to me and obviously

have them snowed too So will try to answer your

question

So the question is if franchisee has

the right to renew its franchise agreement
--

Urn-hum

-- is it appropriate for the franchisor

that right without the franchisees

MR MCDONALD Hold on Right to renew

is vague
and ambiguous Appropriate is vague

and

ambiguous

What is appropriate
is for there to be

sanctions within the franchise agreement to revoke

well in fact think even the word revoke that you

use in here you must -- what assume
--

please help

the franchise

You are absolutely right You are

absolutely right

Both are appropriate in certain set

of circumstances but not granting renewal should be

part of the sanctions within the agreement if there

are areas of non-compliance and they should be

spelled out with an opportunity to cure

But lets lets assume if you are

looking at the greater world of franchising and you

have an interest in productive franchising and the

particular company who would you not want to approve

You might not want to approve someone who owes you

money You might want to not approve someone who is

not paying royalties You might want to not approve

someone who is not living up to the quality standards

of presentation trademark logo service mark You

might not want to approve someone who is offering

things that are unapproved inside the franchising

framework You might not want to approve someone who
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Yes whether critical mass of the

system is profitable or not and its also based on

balance sheet not an income statement You cant

take snapshot of something any more than and

determine what it is any more than you can grab an

elephant by the tail blind and describe an elephant

You have to give it enough time to understand what it

really means in terms of market perception and

reception

to revoke

agreement
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me understand

Okay let me rephrase

Are you saying not grant the renewal

Yes

Okay thats different than revoking
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those bases

But what you did ask me was is it

appropriate not to renew and my answer is under some

circumstances yes it is appropriate not to renew

That wasnt exactly my question My

question is in this circumstance the MBE franchisees

had right to renew their franchise agreement
under

specified conditions --

Yes

at ten-year intervals

Yes

Upon acquisition of the MBE network by

UPS UPS took the position you can either convert to

the UPS store or you can remain an MBE for the life of

your existing franchise agreement and at that point

we are not going to offer to you renewal as an MBE

franchise

But you could renew assume as UPS

store

Convert renew yes

Okay Okay understand that
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think thats fair

Okay And thats consistent with the

viewpoints you
have expressed in your book

Please point out to me where you

perceive an inconsistency

No Im just asking you is that

position consistent with what you have written in
your

book

As you have described it to me and in

line with multiple other acquisitions and conversions

and franchising that Im aware of if
you offer as an

example franchisee the opportunity to redress to

convert if if Exxon buys Esso and decides they want

to rebrand for reasons and they offer their licensees

which is different kind of franchise the

opportunity to do that normally is done through

incentives and its done through period of time and

if you
dont exercise the incentive you can stay with

the brand that you are in because you own it but when

that license is up and in order to sign and think

you will find in every system dont know that there

is an exception to this at the end of your license

period lets say we were staying MBE and we had new

iteration like the MBE 2000 in order to renew you

would have to come into compliance with MBE 2000
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So dont see that as inconsistent at

all think thats fair fair request

Under those circumstances where the

offer to renew as an MBE franchise doesnt exist what

happens to the value of the MBE franchises and the

ability to sell those businesses as MBE franchises

P. Well they go up if you convert So

you
would have to beg the question why wouldnt

somebody want to create more value for their business

Do you know whether the profit margins

of the franchise operators operating under the UPS

brand are consistent with the margins that -were

enjoyed by the MBE franchises

MR MCDONALD Hold on Calls for

speculation there is no foundation

MR SIRLIN Im asking him if he

knows

MR MCDONALD And also profit margins

for what product what service

Yeah thats hard

By Mr Sirlin Overall gross

Look here is the way
would respond

to that because obviously dont know specifically

would have to see the facts Its really easy with

numbers questions you look at the numbers

PAGE 188
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So but then here is this mean

here is why here is why franchising is

1.6-trilliondollar business today If as Jim

Anios go out and decide you know Im an

entrepreneur want to open business so open

Jims Hamburger Shop right here in Cool Springs and

open it right across the street from from McDonalds

And lo and behold because Im good operator and

have good product can do million and half

dollars in sales year and you know what all of

sudden Im right up there right with McDonalds And

operated for ten years and they operated for ten

years and then we want want to sell want to

liquidate want to determine value and want out

for whatever reason

Now here is the reality can be

doing exactly the same volume as McDonalds but when

go to sell the multiple will receive for that

business is going to be far less than they will and

they may be exactly the same business on paper And

you know why thats the case The brand period The

value you vest in the brand The greater ubiquity

the greater the marketing the greater the support

the greater the positioning

There is no question that you cannot
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has done

harm the

throwing
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anything based on moral turpitude that would

greater brand itself or the franchise like

someone out customer out the front door

Okay Im not talking about any of
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compete in value when you talk about terminal value

for business with one that has more exposure in the

marketplace and thats the power behind scaling these

businesses So that would be the way would respond

to that because that is the essence of of

scaleability in franchising

And just as side note very

personally you know my
brother-in-law owns two MEEs

and converted them both and before he converted them

10 he called me and asked me and he asked me the

11 question Should do it And said yes And he

12 said Well what if want to sell said Well

13 thats even greater reason to do it In my

14 estimation the brand is worth more value in its

15 terminal view than it will be today so you should go

16 ahead and convert And he did

17 So mean it was very personal

18 made personal decision about that about family

19 because viewed it the same way And still do

20 THE WITNESS Thanks for the royalty

21 Would you like case

22 MR SIRLIN think one will do it

23 All right lets take last break

24 brief recess was had
25 MR SIRLIN Okay we are back on the

PAGE 190

record
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THE

this Is this for

MR

minute

still on camera

here

THE WITNESS Oh yeah No didnt

thought you guys were stipulating

MR MCDONALD Well we are but you are

THE WITNESS Okay excuse me Im

MR MCDONALD Okay so the deposition

14 has been completed and we have agreed to handle the

15 transcript in the following way When its completed

16 will you send please the original to me and then

17 will get it to Mr Amos who will make
any changes

18 that are necessary and then sign it under penalty of

19 perjury He doesnt need to go in front of notary

20 to sign it Pnd we will give him 30 days to complete

21 the transcript and then will inform counsel of the

22 signing of it and
any changes that have been made

23 If we dont return it within 30 days or

24 if some other agreement isnt reached you can use an

25 unsigned copy as if it were signed original
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Mr Amos

MR SIRLIN Agreed Thank you

THE WITNESS Thank you very much

Appreciate your time

MR SIRLIN We are off the record

FURTHER THIS DEPONENT SAITH NOT

/Signature Reserved/

JAMES AMOS JR

TRINA ABRELL Notary Public in and for

the State of Tennessee

DO HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing

proceedings were taken at the time and place set forth

in the caption thereof that the witness therein was

duly sworn on oath to testify the truth that the

proceedings were reported by me in shorthand and that

the foregoing pages constitute true and correct

transcription of said proceedings to the best of my

ability

FURTHER CERTIFY that am not relative

or employee or attorney or counsel of any of the

parties hereto nor relative or employee of such

attorney or counsel nor do have any interest in the

outcome or events of this action

IN WITNESS WHEREOF have hereunto affixed

my official seal and signature this July 2006 at

Nashville Davidson County Tennessee
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10

WITNESS Do need to be in on

me

MCDONALD Can you stay for just

10

11

12
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STATE OF TENNESSEE

55
COUNTY OF DAVIDSON

know it was me

something else
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Notary Public
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